TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
MEETING OF THE TOWN COUNCIL
TOWN COUNCIL CHAMBERS
AUGUST 12, 2002

I.

Call to order in the Council Chambers at Cumberland Town Hall at 7:00 p.m.

II.

Approval of Minutes
a) 7/22/02

III.

Manager's Report

IV.

Public Discussion

V.

Legislation and Policy
02 - 90.

To hold Public Hearing to consider and act on application for Mass Gathering
Permit by the Cumberland Soccer Club to hold the CSC Labor Day Soccer
Tournament at Twin Brook, August 31 st and September 15\ 2002.

02 - 91.

To set date for Public Hearing to consider and act on application for a Mass
Gathering Permit by the Cumberland Farmers Club to hold the Cumberland
Fair 2002 at the Cumberland Fairgrounds, September 22 - 29, 2002.

02 - 92.

To consider and act on applications for victualers licenses for the Cumberland
Fair 2002 to be held at the Cumberland Fairgrounds, September 22 - 29, 2002.

02 - 93.

To set date for Public Hearing to consider and act on application for a Mass
Gathering Permit by East Coast Marketing Group to hold the PFFM Benefit_,_
Concert at the Cumberland Fairgrounds, October 5, 2002.

02 - 94.

To make appointments to the Housing Authority, Recycling Committee and
Prince Memorial Library Advisory Board.

02 - 95.

To set date for Council meeting on Chebeague Island.

02 - 96.

To hear proposal to construct a multi-purpose field on town property, West
Cumberland, adjacent to little league field.

V.

Correspondence

VI.

New Business

VII.

Executive Session - re: land acquisition and personnel.

VIII.

Adjourn.
MEMBERS OF THE TOWN COUNCIL
Jeffrey Porter, Chair
829-4129
Donna Damon
846-5140
829-3939
Mark Kuntz
829-6482
Harland Storey
Michael Savasuk
781-3061
William Stiles
829-6679
Steve Moriatty
829-5095
Town of Cumberland web site: www.cumberlandmaine.com

Town Council
July 22, 2002
TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
MEETING MINUTES OF THE TOWN COUNCIL
JULY 22, 2002

Present: JeffreyPorter, Stephen Moriarty, William Stiles, Mark Kuntz, Harland Storey, Donna Damon &
Michael Savasuk
I.

Call to Order

The meeting was called to order by Chairman Porter in the Cow1cilChambers at
CumberlandTown Hall at 7:05 PM.
II.

Approval of Minutes

a) July 8, 2002
Councilor Storeymoved to adopt the July 8, 2002 minutes as written.
Secondedby CouncilorDamon.
III.

Manager's Report

None
IV.

Public Discussion

None
V.

Legislation and Policy
02-76.

To hear report of the Property RevaluationUpdate AdvisoryCommittee.

Property RevaluationUpdate Advisory CommitteeChairman JeffreyDaigle reported
that the Committeewas appointed on February 25, 2002. There were 11 members who
attended regularly "to assist the professionalsto insure that the revaluation process is as
equitable and accurate as possible, and, to promote greater public awareness of the nature
,
of the process via your involvement."
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The Committeemet 10 times between early March and mid July, recognizing
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immediatelythe existenceof mistaken public perception about the revaluation process. C, (11~
The 2002 RevaluationUpdate Advisory Committeeis satisfiedwith the conclusionby. po.
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Town Assessor, William Healey, that the Revaluation is accuratewithin the parameters'V -I n CJ)W"'.
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required by State law, and, with generally accepted,professionalappraisal practice.
The Committeewill be submitting a final report with the Town Assessorduring their
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last meeting.
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Chairman Daigle and Committeemember Joseph Madore answered questionsfrom the
Town Council and the audience about the meetings of the Revaluation Committee.
CouncilorMoriarty moved that the Town Council express its thanks to the members
of the 2002 RevaluationUpdate Advisory Committeefor their dedication, courage, hard
work, and their commitmentto public service.
Secondedby Councilor Stiles.
VOTE: UNANIMOUS(7)
02-77. To accept 2002 revaluationas submitted by Vision Appraisal Technology,subject
to further adjustment and modificationas fow1dnecessaryby the Town Assessor.
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Councilor Moriarty stated that a process was available under the Town Ordinances and
State Statues for property owners who did not have their concerns addressedby the Town
Assessor. Property owners have 185 days to point out mistakes on their assessments.
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Councilor Damon asked if I sale on Chebeaguecan be used to set value on the waterfront
on Chebeague Island.
Town Council is not accepting the revaluation, but deciding whether the contract with
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Chairman Porter opened tl1ePublic Discussion at 9:10 PM.
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Several residents of Chebeague Island and Cunlberland stated their concerns about the
revaluation has mistakes and asked the Town Cow1cilnot to approve the contract with
Vision Appraisal Technology.
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Councilo,Porte<clO<edthePublicDiscussionat 11:14 PM.

Y Councilor
Moriarty moved to provisionallyaccept 2002 revaluation as submittedby
Vision Appraisal Technology, subject to further adjustment and modificationas found
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Secondedby Councilor Stiles
VOTE: IN FAVOR: (5)
OPPOSED: (2) Damon, Storey
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Councilor~orter requested a recess at 11:15 PM.
Cow1cilorPorter call1the meeting to order at 11:22 PM.
02-78.

To set tax rate for FY 2002-03.
Town Manager Robert Benson recommendeda tax rate of 17.15 per thousand dollars.
CouncilorKuntz moved to set the tax rate for FY 2002-03 at 17.15 per thousand dollars.
Councilor Moriarty seconded.
VOTE: UNANIMOUS(7)

02-79. To set interest rate to be charged on delinquent 2002 real and personal property taxes.

Mr. Benson recommended 8.75%.
Councilor Stiles moved to set interest rate to be charged on delinquent real and
personal property taxes at 8.75%.
Secondedby Councilor Kw1tz.
VOTE: UNANIMOUS (7)
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02-80.

To authorize application of real estate tax payments to the oldest unpaid tax.
Councilor Kuntz moved to authorize application ofreal estate tax payments to the
oldest unpaid tax.
Seconded by Councilor Moriarty.

VOTE: UNANIMOUS (7)
02-81.

To set rate at which interest will be paid on overpayment of real estate taxes.
Mr. Benson recommended an interest rate of 4.75%.
Councilor Storey moved to set rate at which interest will be paid on overpayment of
real estates taxes at 4.75%.
Seconded by Councilor Kuntz.

VOTE: UNANIMOUS (7)
02-82.

To consider and act on application of Chebeague Island Community Center for a
Bottle Club Liquor License.
Mr. Benson recommended granting the Bottle Club Liquor License.
Councilor Storey moved to approve the application of Chebeague Island Community
Center for a Bottle Club Liquor License.
Seconded by Councilor Moriarty.

VOTE: INFAVOR (6)
OPPOSED (1) Kuntz
02-83.

To consider and act on a Special Amusement Permit application for Chebeague Island
Community Center.
Mr. Benson recommended approving the application.
Councilor Kuntz moved to approve the Special Amusement Permit application for
Chebeague Island Community Center.
Councilor Moriarty seconded.

VOTE: UNANIMOUS (7)
02-84.

To set date for Public Hearing to consider and act on application for a Mass Gathering
Permit by the Cumberland Soccer Club to hold the CSC Labor Day Soccer Tournament
at Twin Brook, August 31st and September 1st, 2002.
Mr. Benson recommended a date of August 12, 2002.
Councilor Storey moved to set date for Public Hearing to consider and act a Mass
Gathering permit by the Cwnberland Soccer Club to hold the CSC Labor Day Tournament at Twin Brook, August 31st, and September 1st, 2002, on August 12, 2002.
Seconded by Councilor Kuntz.
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VOTE: UNANIMOUS (7)
02-85.

To set date for mainland information public meeting with State Senator Karl Turner and
State Rep. Terrence McKenney regarding property tax issues and possibilitiesfor
legislative reform or revision.
Mr. Benson recommendeda date of August 7, 2002 at 7:30 PM.

CouncilorMoriarty moved to set date for information public meeting with State Senator
Karl Turner and State Rep. Terrence McKenneyregarding property tax issued and
possibilitiesfor legislative reform and revision, as August 7, 2002.
CouncilorDamon seconded.
VOTE: UNANIMOUS (7)
02-86.

To set date for workshop with the Stone Wharf Committee.
Mr. Benson recommendedsetting a date of July 31, 2002 at 7:00 PM.

CouncilorMoriarty moved to set date for workshopwith the Stone Wharf Committee
on July 31, 2002 at 7:00 PM.
02-87.

To consider and act upon victualer licenses for United Maine Craftsmen Fair, August
8 through August 11, 2002.
Mr. Benson recommendedapproving the victualer licenses.

Councilor Storey moved to approve the victualer licenses for United Maine Craftsmen
Fair, August 8 through August 11, 2002 to be held at Cun1berlandFairgrounds.
Cow1cilorStiles seconded.
VOTE: UNANIMOUS (7)
02-88.

To hear request of Richard M. Jensen for a zone change to the Local Business District
(LB).
Mr. Benson referred to the letter from Mr. Jensen requesting a zone change permitting
2 family duplexes be allowed with a minimwn requirement of20,000 square feet of
lot size per family be added as a Special Exception.
Mr. Benson recommendingthat the Town Council refer the request of Mr. Jensen to the
CumberlandPlanning Board.
CouncilorKuntz moved to refer the request of Richard M. Jensen for a zone change to
the Local BusinessDistrict (LB) to the CumberlandPlanning Board.
Secondedby CouncilorStorey.
VOTE: UNANIMOUS (7)

02-89.

Nominating Committeeappointment(s).
Chairman Porter stated that Councilors Kuntz, Harland & Porter have not had a
chance to meet with the candidates, and requested this agenda item be tabled.
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Councilor Kuntz moved to table the Nominating Committee appointments.
Secondedby Councilor Stiles.
VOTE: UNANIMOUS (7)
VI.

Correspondence.

Councilor Damon:
Stated that Cheryl Stevens had requested that the Chebeague Island Subcommitteeof the
Revaluation Committee report be attached to the Property Revaluation Update Advisory
Committee report.
Several residents had called her with issues on paper streets.
Councilor Porter:
He had received 28 calls in reference to the revaluation process.
Letter from Foreside resident in reference to a problem with the revaluation on their
property. Town Assessor Bill Healey had addressed the problem.
Editorial by John Cole in Forecaster.
Article in Sunday Telegram on revaluation.
Councilor Moriarty:
Draft of letter to Robert Crawford, Land Trust Committee, regarding the proposed use
of the Gosselin property on Chebeague Island.
Councilor Stiles:
E-Mail reference to Chebeague Island revaluation.
VII.

New Business

Mr. Benson requested the Island Calendar include that the Town Council will be
holding a meeting on Chebeague Island on August 26, 2002.
Councilor Porter:
SubdivisionOrdinance requirement that there be sidewalks in subdivisions.
Cowtcilor Damon:
Fourth float at Stone Wharf is in place.
Applied for $50,000 grant on behalf of the Land Trust.
VII.

Adjourn

Councilor Stiles moved to adjourn the meeting at 12:00 AM.
Secondedby CouncilorKuntz.
VOTE: UNANIMOUS (7)
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Respectfullysubmitted, ~
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Deborah Flanigan, Deputy Town Cler

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:

RE:

TOWN COUNCIL
ROBERT BENSON, TOWN MANAGER
MANAGER'S REPORT
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02 - 90.

To hold PUBLIC HEARING to consider and act on application for
Mass Gathering Permit by the Cumberland Soccer Club to hold the
CSC Labor Day Soccer Tournament at Twin Brook, August 31st and
September 1st,2002.
The Soccer Club has made arrangements with the Police Department to
have one officer and the Explorers to help with parking control and the
rescue unit has similar arrangements. It would appear that with these
arrangements, which are similar to last year, the tournament should go
reasonably smoothly and without problems.

02-91.

To set date for Public Hearing to consider and act on application for
Mass Gathering Permit by the Cumberland Farmers Club to hold the
Cumberland Fair 2002 at the Cumberland Fairgrounds, September
22 - 29, 2002.
I recommend a public hearing date of September 9°1,2002.

02-92.

To consider and act on application for victualers licenses for the
Cumberland Fair 2002 to be held at the Cumberland Fairgrounds,
September 22 - 29, 2002.
This item correlates to the item above and is self-explanatory.
The appropriate code officials have received notice, and all vendors will
be inspected during the fair's opening day.

02-93.

To set date for Public Hearing to consider and act on application for
Mass Gathering Permit by East Coast Marketing Group to hold the
PFFM Benefit Concert at the Cumberland Fairgrounds, October 2,
2002.
I recommend a public hearing date of September 9 th , 2002.

02-94.

To make appointments to the Housing Authority, Recycling
Committee, and Prince Memorial Library Advisory Board.
The Appointments Committee has interviewed Dr. Paul Dyment
for appointment to the Prince Memorial Library Advisory Board and
Michael Perfetti for appointment to the Recycling Committee and
Housing Authority.

02-95.

To set date for Council meeting on Chebeague Island.

I recommend setting a date of August 26rn, 2002.

02-96.

To hear proposal to construct a multi-purpose field on town property,
West Cumberland, adjacent to little league.

Adam and I will be present to review with you a unique opportunity
which will enable the Town to construct a multi-purpose field in West
Cumberland. Ben Grover, a local contractor, has offered to use his
labor and equipment to build this field. That is to say, he is donating his
labor and equipment. There will be some Town involvement to the
extent of use of town-owned gravel and loam. I consider this
a great opportunity and it has the support of SAD 51. Jack Hardy has
been contacted both by Bill Landis and I and is very enthusiastic about
the potential of this multi-purpose field. We've talked with the ME
Turnpike Authority and have a letter to them requesting an easement
or a donation of land adjacent to the field that would be helpful for
future growth. I've also talked with Ron Copp regarding a right-of-way
adjacent to the restaurant that would enable us to access the propety at two
separate entrances. This, however, is not critical to the field construction
or the parking lot we're proposing. I've also spoken with Ed Harding,
who owns Cumberland Cafe' and he enthusiastically supports this project.
Please review the proposal. We'll have available at the meeting a
larger map reflecting the survey recently completed. I'm asking the Town
Council to endorse this project and let me forward it to the Planning Board
for Site Plan approval so that construction may begin as soon as possible.
Any questions, please don't hesitate to call.
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Mass Gathering Application -- Minor Large Outdoor Event
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This application must be filed with the Town Clerk not less than 60 days before the date of the event.
Application must be accompanied by a non-refundable fee of $250.J
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Facility where the event will be held:

Is the facility owned by the applicant: ____
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no, (if no, attach a copy of the
contract with the owner which allows use of the property)
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Telephone number:
Date of event:
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Will any alcohol vendors be serving at the event? ___
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yes,

no (if yes, list name and

attach a copy of the vendors license to sell alcohol, describe alcohol will be served) ____
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Describe the three most recent outdoor performances of the group, performer, or event being proposed.
Include location, date(s), number in attendance, promoter or sponsoring person or organization.
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Description of facility:
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Number of toilets available: ______

standing room only (sq. ft)
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on-site; ____

portable
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Number of parking spaces available: ____

off-site

E.

Are all parking lots lighted (applicable only if event runs into evening hours)
_____
yes; ____
no, if no, which lots are not lighted ____
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Refuse containers available, number and size: ~~----------~->
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Name of refuse disposal company (attach a copy of the agreement to pick up refuse)
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MEMORANDUM

DATE:
TO:

July 29, 2002
Portland Press Herald
Legal Ads Department Fax: 791-6910
ATTN: Joan Wogaman

FROM:

Nadeen Daniels, Town Clerk
Town of Cumberland
Tel. 829-2205, Fax 829-2224

RE:

Mass Gathering Permit Public Hearing Notice

Please run the following Public Hearing Notice on Friday, August 2, 2002.
Purchase Order #6067T

The Cumberland Town Council will hold a Public Hearing on Monday, August 12, 2002 at 7:00
p.m. in the Town Council Chambers, 290 Tuttle Road, to consider and act on application for a
Mass Gathering Permit by the Cumberland Soccer Club to hold a CSC Labor Day Soccer
Tournament at Twin Brooks Recreation Center August 31 st through September 15\ 2002, from
7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. The application may be viewed at the Town Clerk's office during normal
working hours.
Jeffrey Porter
Chairman
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KEY BANK OF MAINE
GRAY, MAINE 04039 156

TheCumberland
Farmers
Club
52-60/112

00008457
PAY

TWO HUNDRED FIFTY AND XX/

:Ii .. :

2 ;

1I

100 Dollars
DATE

07/08/02

~

'
fil
~
E
•'

AMOUNT

*******$250.00
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TO THE
ORDER

OF

1

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
P.O. BOX 128
CUMBERLAND, ME 04021

ll
I
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TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE
APPLICATION for VICTUALER'S (Food Service Establishment) LICENSE
Business
Business
Name
Date

or

Trade

Miliof._Sl-orhJ_~
__
Noif__________
_
Ls__
MQJ.JEft.l}
__
l)L_.J.~~[8-C..®K_l:!_(_(2.zjOll

Name:

Address:

IQ.±b____ Business

of Manager: ~of event

or new

license~~T.2..CP-Z-

Phone:

-~4-E:23_2.

___________

~

_

7~ J.,..0 Z
=========================~
=================================

Signature

of authorized

perso.n:-:i

Date:

CHECK THE PROPER CATEGORY OF REQUESTED LICENSE:
(a)

Restaurant or Victualer not serving malt beverages on the
premises.

$50.00

(b)

Restaurant or Victualer serving malt beverages on the
premises.

$50.00

(c)

Class A Restaurant, as defined by the Revised Statutes
of Maine, serving both malt liquor and spirituous and
vinous liquor.

$50.00

( d)

A business establishment such as, but not limited to, retail
grocery stores, food storage warehouses, bakeries, delicatessen
stores, and dairy product stores where food is stored or is kept
for sale and where the total area of the establishment is less than
10,000 square feet.

$25.00

(e)

Same as (d) but total area of the establishment is more than
10,000 square feet.

$25.00

(f)

Eating and Lodging places. Any place where eating and
sleeping accommodations a.re furnished to the public such
as hotels, motels, and bed and breakfasts.

$100.00

(g)

Establishment operated by Non-Profit organization.

NOFEE

(h)

Vending Machine.

$10.00

(i)

Temporary Vending Unit operating at a fair. (per unit) :

$10.00

Name & type of vending

unit(s): __________________

Enclose CHECK payable_ to:. ''Town of Cumberland"
SEND TO: TOWN CLERK, 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, ME 04021
Application

received:

Date of issuance:

_

1
,

DONNA M. TOTH

~

IS MAYFIELDDRIVE
WESTBROOK.
ME 0'1012
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TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE
APPLICATION for VICTUALER'S (Food Service Establishment)

Business

or

Business
Name
Date

Trade

Name':

of Manager:
of event

Signature

Cole Farms

P.O. Box 679, Gray, ME.

Address:

..lli:.ad_J?.Qllax..d..
___

or new

of authorized

license:
person:

LICENSE

04039

Business

Phone:

~-:!e~
_
Cum?erland~air

_fill-4Z.l4.. __
t~ 22-2~

_

\Oy

ate: __}jJ.§.j_Ql.__

==============================================
=================-CHECK THE PROPER CATEGORY OF REQUESTED LICENSE:
(a)

Restaurant or Victualer not serving malt beverages on the
premises.

$50.00

(b)

Restaurant or Victualer serving malt beverages on the
premises.

$50.00

(c)

Class A Restaurant, as defined by the Revised Statutes
of Maine, serving both malt liquor and spirituous and
vinous liquor.

$50.00

(d)

A business establishment such as, but not limited to,retail
grocery stores, food storage warehouses, bakeries, delicatessen
stores, and dairy product stores where food is stored or is kept
for sale and where the total area of the establishment is less than
10,000 square feet.

$25.00

(e)

Same as (d) but total area of the establishment is more than
10,000 square feet.

$25.00

(f)

Eating and Lodging places. Any place where eating and
sleeping accommodations are furnished to the public such
as hotels, motels, and bed and breakfasts.

$100.00

(g)

Establishment operated by Non-Profit organization.

NO FEE

(h)

Vending Machine.

$10.00

(i)

Temporary Vending Unit operating at a fair. (per imit) :

$10.00

Name & type of vending

unit(s):

Cole Farms portaole

vending

xx

unit

===========----=-=-----=================-========================
Enclose CHECK payable tu:
SEND TO:
Applicatio·n

"Town of Cumberland"

TOWN CLERK, 290 Tul:tle Road, Cumberland, ME 04021

received:

Date of issuance:

::,,:~(tl S (' c-.1
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9587

COLE FARMS
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/

PAY

·.

·d{_.

,on·
o,oeR

,_

GRAY,MEJ)4039·.

Gray Maine

I
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TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE
APPLICATION for VICTUALER'S (Food Service Establishment) LICENSE
Business

or

Trade

Cole

Name:

Farms

P.O. Box 679, Gray, ME. 04039
Business
Address:
--------------------------------------------Name of Manager: ..B.x.ruL.E.Qll.aul..
___
Business Phone: _fill-4Z1.4..__

Date

of event

Signature

or new

of authorized

license:

Cumberlan7~~

22-2µ

person: ~ct:_tfat&,J):;;l-rJate:

_

•O;i.--

_J_f_J!:J.2l:..,_

--=-----===---==============================:i,~===========-=-CHECK THE PROPER CATEGORY OF REQUESTED.LICENSE:
(a)

Restaurant or Victualer not serving malt beverages on the
premises.

$50.00

(b)

Restaurant or Victualer serving malt beverages on the
premises.

$50.00

(c)

Class A Restaurant, as defined by the Revised Statutes
of Maine, serving both malt liquor and spirituous and
vinous liquor.

$50.00

(d)

A business establishment such as, but not limited to, retail
grocery stores, food storage warehouses, bakeries, delicatessen
stores, and dairy product stores where food is stored or is kept
for sale and where the total area of the establishment is less than
10,000 square feet.

$25.00

(e)

Sarne as (d) but total area of the establishment
10,000 square feet.

$25.00

(f)

Eating and Lodging places. Any place where eating and
sleeping accommodations are furnished to the public such
as hotels, motels, and bed and breakfasts.

$100.00

(g)

Establishment

NO FEE

(h)

Vending Machine.

$10.00

(i)

Temporary Vending Unit operating at a fair. (per unit):

$10.00

Name

is more than

operated by Non-Profit organization.

& type of vending

unit(s): ____

c_o_l_e_F_a_r_m_s
__p_o_r_t_a_o_l_e_v_en_d_i_·11_g_u_n_i_t
___ _

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Enclose CHECK payable tu:
SEND TO:
Applicatio·n

"Town of Cumberland"

TOWN CLERK, 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, ME 04021

received:

f~ 5'-0:}.___

xx

Date of issuance:
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TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE
ArPLICATION

Business

for VICTUALEltrS

or · Trade

Name·:

Service

(Food

Establi:;,lunent)

LICENSE

/BfJ..rJE.BiEI1D..fJ£..
__~-------

"]?.fl.,_-:B::;;x_5'J.Di_J1!!£tJ.S7iJJn1f5,.D!L

B usi n ess
A cldm s:
Name of Mil!nager: /YJ{l_r]Ifr.;_~

Date of eveJt

Date:

Restaurant ~r Victualer not serving malt beverages on the
•
I
prenuses.
:

(b)

Restaurant cirVictu:iler serving inal t beverage.9on the
premises.

(c)

Class A Res,aurant, as defined by the Revised Statutes
of f\.Wne, serving both malt liquor and spirituous and

'e)

'].!17~

LICENSE:-------------

(a)

Id)

~--

person:~

CHECK THE P~OPER CATEGORY OF~Q-

'

vinoU9

-:_5.'o~!/!J~
J

Phone:

£.e:~)

or new license:

Signature of !authorized

Bttsiness

sso.oo

.

550.00

liquo~.

A b\1$ine9$e:atablishment i.uch;is, but not limited to, retail
gro.:ery stores, food storage warehouses, bakeries, delicatesse:r\
stores, and d:airy product stores where food is i1toi:edor is kept
for sale and'where
the tot.11uea of the establishment is less than
I
t0,000 sqtiare feet.

$25.00

Sa.me as (d) but total area of the establishment is more tlun

$25.00

10,000 squarr- feet.
'
( f)

Ea.ting and ~odging places. Any place where eating and
~leepi.ng a,'.c:{lmmndationsAri' funtished to the public such
u hotels, m~teb, .tX\c\ bed and bre.tkfast:i.

(g)

Establishm~t

6100.00

I

operated by Non-Profit organization.

NOfEE

!

(h}

Vendi11g Ma'.cltine..

$10.00

I

ll)

Tempoury tending Uni! opentlng,t,

bk

(penmlth

V'

J,r /

I S10.00

½'_LQ_

~

,

11LrnIt
Cerqo~ 7/?';, Jlcr
'
..-------------------------------------------.....
----..........
------....,------,--------------------~Name & :type of vending

imit(s):-#R

======""

i Endo8e CHECK payable to:
I

SEND TO.

Application

"Town of Cumberland"

TOlVN CLERK, 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, ME 04021

~eceived:

7 · / c:t·o~

S£:£f w,:i,:: c:..1tnc

Date of issuance:

. ·--=':..,

·«

522

MARTHA F HUNT
PO BOX5104
AUGUSTA, ME 04332

52-7444/2112

-.
PAYTOTHE ·
ORDEROF
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/

'Jl_:_J_l_!J_Z:_02_
•
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,

$
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•

since /851
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Will any alcohol vendors be serving at the event?

yes, ___

no (if yes, list name and

attach a·copy of the vendors license to sell alcohol, describe alcohol will be served)

of: a ec. b

.

A PP ,,.."v ~..L..

,S:r:o..:71!:.

G:-9-bJev

IN C JtJ b I-/o u.SC..

'

Describe the three most recent outdoor perfonnances of the group, performer, or event being proposed.
Include location, date(s), number in attendance, promoter or sponsoring person or organization.

1,

Descriptionof facility:
,

£;od
o

A.

Seating capacity:

B.

Other seating capacity:

C.

Number of toilets available:

D.

Number of parking spaces available:

~ "o

permanent;

/ 6:"

v,fl,

festival;

J./tJ

temporary
standing room only (sq. ft)

el, C:

permanent;

portable

E.

~ -:p
on-site; ti ,S"
..<?d off-site
Are all parking lots lighted (applicable only if event runs into evening hours)
X
yes; ____
no, if no, which lots are not lighted ____
•

F.

Source of potable water:

G.

Refuse containers available, number and size:

D

H.

M.!

\--a

c.,;,Th

p

(µ

t..>~

,

(o.5:ciG

o..Te b

Co~

Q,srRLC
SS:

~ q.. I

e~ ,

1-.. ·,He~

Name of refuse disposal company (attach a copy of the agreement to pick up refuse)

.

f2 uve
I.

f?o t::-:Cf 6..

_

ne.g_

tu o..\.sr

, ,._,c.

When will refuse be picked up? _ ......
CsL.:l..e~fol-"-'v~b!....-~IJ-.!:.....:e1.....:o--..:..p,.:1.et:,_J...,-1:0~g

Public Safety:
J.
Describe first aid facilities:

Co rnb , R e sc." e.

K .!.X

JO

I

tQ ep•

l?»u t "lJ.,t Nj

S

7A...jf o.l.

JJ::{

...

K.

Re.S

&

Ae.f,

cue

G ~o ~ w.J. $

d rJ

L.

Cu,.,,b Fc~e Der- Cu0r1b
s 4-T + s u ,.,,J.
. c...j ,:--r-;~ -e r.-.. 1c

Describe emergency facilities:

v-e. w T

~

T

G-(!Jif

s pee1,,o...;(
+ T rJo..c.:ro1- {°CJI Is + De "'tO t:l e~ !1
◄ 'tu~
fl 1 J /4.s
'I~ µ,._,·,~

r=,..._e

A I.So

•

~ \I c...t,:::

Describe communicationfacilities:

JK

..

cJC

co.~,s

:i ......., c..(r

c; T

•

AucJ.,a Savc1ci.
M.

Numbcrofcertifiedpoliceofficers:

+ S r~,c
N.

tc

/-z'o.tJJ
fcJ

r:i,J:tCc, m,.h fJ"/,·c e

f)ol
c. o..."T G-a-Te.~.
Other security personnel (include company name and qualifications):

STA:ff

S9,""e,. po /,'c e.

IN ffius e..

dff,ccs-+ Fi .....
e. off

ic~,-.~

0

_,_F
__

0.

Describe fire personnel:-~C........,u'-,lm..:...a...;b
_
t \--.::...;..:<:---()IC,,J.-_e,,4-f___,,.
___
_

P.

Name of liability insurance
$'MQ--N
~ /VE?
Amount of coverage
/,J- M / //IoY" : amount of property insurance

Other

Q.

Qzs

+ r~

N,8:,

'

Preferred type of performance guarantee (i.e .. escrow account, irrevocable letter of credit)

Authoriud signature
On _____________

Gathering Ordinance.

(date), I received a copy of the CumberlandMass

(authoriud signature)

08/13/02

TUE 10:31

FAX 12077812985

DESllQ;>,1) & PAYNE

~OOJ

Client#: 6R733

15CUMBFAR

PRODUCER

DATE (M~VOOIYY)

I

08/13/02

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION
ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE
HOLDER. THIS CERTIFICATE
DOES
NOT AMEND,
EXTEND
OR
ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES BELOW.

Cross Insurance -CL/Bnda-P
(Formerly O&P/ARJ)
P.O.Box 567
Portland, ME 04112

INSURERS AFFORDING COVERAGE

·-

INSURED

I

I

CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE

ACDRCl..

~ru:R

Cumberland Farmers' Club
Attn: Gerry Prevost
39 Samuel Road
Portland, ME 04103

A:

INSURER e,

K&K Insurance Group, Inc.
Maine Employers Mutual Insurance Co.

INSURERC-.
INSURER 0:
INSURER e:

COVERAGES
THE

POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD INDICATED. NOTWITHSTANDING
REQUIREMENT,
TERM OR CONDITiON OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR
MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFOROEO BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS, EXCLUSIONS ANO CONDITIONS OF SUCH
POLICIES. AGGREGATE LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REOUCEO BY PAIO CLAIMS.

mv

IN'R'
A

TYPI! OF INSUflANC!

POLICY NUMB!R

P8kl(ET
&r -,_.,

,.

I;

!il EXP1RA"'-'N

P',,Lf

$1 000,000

FIRE DAMAGE (Ar.y ona liNI)

sJOO000

Meo EXP (Any one person)

s5_0QO

-

PERSONAL& ADV INJURV

s1 000,000

,--

GENERALAGOREOATE

s

n

PROOUCTS -COMPloP A00

$!5000,000

COMBINED SINOI.E LIMIT
(Ea ,eelden1)

$1,000,000

BODILY INJURY
(Pe• pe111on}

$

-

X

07/01/02

07/01/03

COW.IEACIALGENERAL LIABILITY

w

I Ct.AIMS MADE

OCCUR

GEN'L AGGREGATE LIMIT APPLIES PER:

A

POLICY

n

~rR;.n

PAC0000590826700

--

ANY AUTO

-

NO~OWNEO AUTOS

-X
X

07/01/02

07/01/03

ALL OWNED AUTOS
SCHEOUI.EOAUTOS
Hlfll:DAUT03

-

q

GARAGE LIABILITY

=i

s

PROPERTY OAIAAGE
(Per -!dent)

s

EANX

OTHER THAN
AUTO ONLY:

LIABILITY

OCCUR

BOOILY INJURY
(Per acc~n:J

AUTO ONLY • EA ACCIDENT

l>J<'(AUTO

excess

[

·---·---·

LOC

~UTO!'AOIIILE LIABILITY

,--

A

LIMITS

EACH OCCUARliNCli

PAC0000590826700

GENERAL UAlllUTY

□ CLAIMS MADE

EXC0000590827200

07/01/02

07/01/03

-· -

AGO

/

''
I
I

'

!

''

$

s
s
I

s1 000 000
s1 000 000

EACHOCCURRENCE
AGGREGATE

$

~ DEDUCTIBLE
RETENTION

B

WORKERS COMPENSATIONANO
EMPLOYEAQ' LIABIWTY

$

-------------·-----·-

so
1810008422

05/24/02

05/24/03

~~~rl& I

jOJlt

E.L. 1.ACH ACCIDENT
E.L. DISEASE· EA EIAPLOYEE
E.L. O~EASE • POLICY LIMIT

A

OTHER

PAC0000590826700

Participant Legal

07/01/02

..

s

s100 ooo
s100,000
s500,000

07/0t/03
$1,000,000 Vol Accident
$10,000 Medical

Liability Included

DESCRIPTION OF Of>eRATIONSILOCATIONSIVEHIC\.eSl&XCLUSIDN8ADDEO BY l!NDDRSBMl!NT/SPECIAL PROVISIONS

CERTIFICATE HOLDER

ADDmONAL INSURED·INSUREALETT£A:

CANCELLATION
SHOULD ANYOl'TH ! AllOVI! D esc~BED POLICIE99E CANCELLED DEFORE THE EXAAA110N

Town of Cumberland
Attn: Debbie Flannigan
P.O. Box 128
Cumberland, ME 04021

DATE THEREOF, THE ISSUING INSURER Will

END!AVOA TO MAIL 1.0.._DAYSWPIITTEN

NOllCETOTHI! CERTIFICATEHOLOERNAMEOTOTl!E LEFT, BVTFAILURE TODO SO SHALL

AUTHOR!

F #
ACORD 25-S (7/97) 1

of 1

#29283

JTB

@

ACORD CORPORATION f98

AUG 14.?-002

4:22

PM FR CLARK ASSOCIATES207

774

2994

TO 98292224

A co RD.,. CERTIFICATE OF LIABIL ITY INSURANCE
(207) 774•6257
~AX (207)774-2994
1ark Associates
?331 Congress Street
> O Box 3543
~ortland, ME04104
suReoTown of' CumnerI ane1
290 Tuttle Road
Cullt:>erland Center, ME 04021
.ODUCER

P.01/01
.......
'"",.,,.......' .,

-.,

I

08/14/2002

THIS CERTIFICATE
IS ISSUED AS A MATTI:ROF INFORMATION
ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE
HOLDER.
THIS C£RTtFICATe
DOE$ NOT AMeND, EXTEND OR
ALTER THE COVERAGE
AFFORDED
ev THE POLIClliS
BELOW.

INSURERS AFFORDING COVliRAGE

Redlands rnsurance Co

INSURERA:
INSURliRI!:
INSURERC:
INSURERC):
INGURERf:

I

:OVERAGl!S
THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTeD 8!LOW HAVE SEEN ISSUED TO THe INSURED NAMl:OABOV!
FOR THE POLICY Pl:~10D INDICATED. NOTWl'fHSTANOING
ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHl!R DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR
MAY PERTAIN, THi INSURANCE AFFOROED BY THE POLIC18S DESCRIBED HEMIN IS SUBJEiCT TO ALL THE 1ERMS. EXCLUSIONS ANO CONOITIONS OF SUCH
POLICIES. AGGREGATE LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE: BEEN REDUCl!O BY PAID Cl.AIMS.

'fl:

POLl¢Y NV,.BE.R

TIPE OF INWRANCi

~Nl:AAL

X
,__

"o'it'ff
'1i.,°M'ioo~•
07/01/2002

TBD

1,.IABILn'Y

Pia_q,'i'
1fif~N
07/01/2003

m

COMMERCIALGl:NEAAL LIABILITY

__j CLAIMSMAOE

OCCUR

A ,__

-M

Gl:N'L AGGREGAYELIMIT APPLIES PER:
POLICY nPR.0-JECT

---

-

ANY AUTO
ALL OWN6D AUTOS
SCHEDULEDAUTO$
HIREDAVTOS
NON•OWNiD AU'f'OS

M!!O EXP (My one perion)

$

f'6RSONAL &AOV INJURY

s

GENERAL AGGREGATE

$

PRODUCTS• COMP/OPAGG

$

COM!!INEOSINGLE LIMIT
(Ee ;c:cid6r~)

$

eOOtLY INJUII.Y
(Per P9f•on)

$

SODILY INJURY
!Per =<1,n11

s

PROPERTYDAMAGE

s

AUYO ONLY· EAACCIDENT

GARAGE LIABILITY

OTHJft THAN
AUTO ONLY:

EXCESSLIAIIILITY

rl

$

(Pet accldont)

:==iANYAUTO

=i

$

F111.E
OAMAGE(Ar,y or,e 1,re)

OCCUR

EAACC

3 000,000
1 000,000

'

$

s

AGGR~GAT£

ClAIMS MADE

$

AGO $

EACH OCCUII.Rlii.NCE

□

l 000,000
100,000
10,00~
1 000.000

nLOC

AUTOMOBIL'EUABILITY
........

,__
,__

LIMITS
EACH OCCURRENCE

~

s

DliDUCTIE!LE
R"TENTION

$

$

Iro°Rv
i.iM1¥s
1 l"i!R.

WORK~
COMPENSATIONANO
EMPLOYERS'I.IA81Llil'

'E.L iACH /1.CCIOENT

$

E L. DISEASE• eA EMPLOYl!E $
E.L DISEAS! • POLICY LIMIT

$

OTiiE~

tlles°!TION

OF Ol'liAA,NS/1.0CATIONSI\IEHICLES/IXCLUSIONS

E: umberland air

CERTIFICATE
HOLOER

APDED BY ENDORS£MENT/SPE¢1A\.PROVISIONS

I I A0g1TIONAL INSURtoD;INSUR!Ui LETTeRJ

CANCELLATION
SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVI: DESCRIBEDPOLICIES BE CANCl!\.LED 811'0RE TliE
EXl'IAATION DATE Tl11:REOF,1H~ ISS\JlNGCOMPANYWILL ENllEAVOR TO MAIL

_.lQ_

CurN>erlandFarmers Club
Melody Main
Fax 8Z9-ZZZ4

DAYS WRITTEN NOTICI! TO TliE CERTll'lCATE HOLOER NAMliO TO THE LltFT,

BUT FAILURE TO MAIL SUCH NOTICE SHALL IMPOSE NO OBLIG.ATION OR LIA81\.fTY
OF ANY KIND UPON TM& COMPANY.ITS AGENTSOR REPRISl;NTATIViS.
AUTHORIZEDREPRESENTATIVf.

Mark Saxbv/BVP

/vf\~v\.-·

~Y'

©ACORD CORPOMTIUN 1981

ACORD 25-S (7/97)

**

TOTAL PAGE.01

**

08/14/2002

16:46

FAX

TOWN
OF CUMBERLA

POl

***************************
*****ACTIVITYREPORT*****
***************************
STARTTIME
08/13

08/14

11: 42
11: 49
13:29
14:30
16:03

*
*
*
*
*

16:45
08:33
08:42
08:47
12: 40

*
*
*
*
*

13:08
15:24

*

15:27

:t:

*

CONNECTION
TEL

CONNECTION
ID

NO.

MODE

PAGES RESULT

603 229 1277
97918000

3415
3416
3418
3419
3420

RECEPTION
RECEPTION
RECEPTION
RECEPTION
TRANSMISSION

1
3
1
2
1

OK
OK
OK
OK
OK

01'22
01'47
00'44
01'20
00'30

97818523
207 871 9775

3421

SYSCOOPERATIONS 3422

912077530915
98718026

3423
3424
3426

TRANSMISSION 2
RECEPTION
2
RECEPTION
5
TRANSMISSION 15
TRANSMISSION 1

OK
OK
OK
OK
OK

01'27
01'12
02 · :n
05'45
00'35
00'51
00'34

12077610819

GMACMORTGAGE

97757935
97916910

KENCOLE
PPH CLASSIFIED

3427
3428

TRANSMISSION
TRANSMISSION

2

0

OK
NG

97916910

PPH

CLASSIFIED

:!429

TRANSMISSION

0

NG

0
00'34

0
15:28
15:29
15:34
15:35
J 5: 36

16: J 7
16:44

*

97916910

*

97916910

*

97916910

*

9791.6910

*

97916925

*

207 774 2994
98293205

PPI-1CLASSIFIED

3430

TRANSMISSION

0

NG

00'34

0

PPH CLASSIFIED

3431

TRANSMISSION

0

NG

00'34

0

PPH CLASSIFIED

3432

TRANSMISSION

0

NG

00'34

0

PPH CLASSIFIED
PORTl.AND
PRESS II

3433
3434

TRANSMJ
SSl ON
TRANSMISSION

0
2

NG

STOP

NG

01'05
#001.
00'45
01'03

2
3435
3436

RECEPTION
TRANSMISSION

l

1

00'10

0

OK
OK

TowN

OF

CuMBERLAND,

MAINE

290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland

Center, Maine 04021-9321

Telephone (207) 829-5559 • Fax (207) 829-2214

August 15, 2002

Mr. Francis Small
Cumberland Farmers Club
194 Blanchard Road
Cumberland, ME 04021
Dear Mr. Small:
I am writing to notify you that on August 12, 2002 the Town Council set a Public
Hearing date of Monday, September 9, 2002, at 7 p.m., to hear your request on behalf of
the Cumberland Farmers Club for a Mass Gathering Permit to hold the Cumberland Fair
at the Fairgrounds from September 22 - 29, 2002.
I wish to also confirm via this letter that we discussed anticipated attendance for
this event; specifically as it relates to the need for a Minor versus Major Permit. You
have stated that you believe the Minor Permit adequate because you do not anticipate
more than 5,000 attendees at any one time.
Please plan for yourself or a representative to attend the Town Council meeting
on September 9th in the event the Council or public has questions relative to this
application. Thank you.

Nadeen Daniels
Town Clerk

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

August 5, 2002

TO:

TOWN COUNCIL MEMBERS

FROM:

NADEEN DANIELS, TOWN CLERK

RE:

CUMBERLAND FAIR VICTUALERS' LICENSES

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Please find attached 6 applications from vendors seeking temporary victualers'
licenses in order to sell food at the Cumberland Fair 2002, to be held at the Cumberland
Fairgrounds, September 22 - 29, 2002.
This list has been provided to the Town's code officials, as well, who will inspect
the vendors during opening day.
We recommend approval of the licenses, pending compliant inspections.
Thank you.

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Barbara McPheters, CEO
Dan Small, Fire Chief
Eileen Wyatt, Health Officer

FROM:

Nadeen Daniels, Town Clerk

RE:

Vendor Inspections

**********************************************************
Please find below a list of six vendors seeking a victualer's license in order to sell
food at the Cumberland Farmer's Club 2002 Fair to be held September 22 - 29, 2002.
These applications will be submitted to the Town Council at their meeting of August
I anticipate Town Council approval conditioned upon your affirmative inspections.

West Cumberland United Methodist Church, Cumberland
Maine Storks 'N More, Westbrook
Cumberland/No. Yarmouth Lions Club
Family Secrets, Portland
Martha's Fudge, Augusta
Cole Farms, Gray

li

11
•

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE
APPLICATION for VICTUALER'S (Food Service Establishment) LICENSE
Business

or Trade

Name:

~F()'L~f

_Vf__,,5fCu~tt,G:e"
!avtl{Jtv/1-ei.

L_.A<,t,,(-(/f;

l?_oiJcJi <--/~~-/?:JOll_ffe-c Jie'/ltacl.t'sf.fed.
Name of Manager: f4shv1..(H?.o;~it:-,~ Business Phone: YcZY</,:JG<,:..
Date of event or new license:
~tt.4:.(·
/ au c~ fA; ll Iu )...Qpf. ;1;2-2J--o;;i_
Signature of authorized person:~~~
Date: 5 L,;/4:2============================..JG~i:::.>J.c~===================

Business

Address:

CHECK THE PROPER CATEGORYOF REQUESTEDLICENSE:
(a)

Restaurant or Victualer not serving malt beverages on the
premises.

$50.00

(b)

Restaurant or Victualer serving malt beverages on the
premises.

$50.00

(c)

Class A Restaurant, as defined by the Revised Statutes
of Maine, serving both malt liquor and spirituous and
vinous liquor.

$50.00

( d)

A business establishment such as, but not limited to, retail
grocery stores, food storage warehouses, bakeries, delicatessen
stores, and dairy product stores where food is stored or is kept
for sale and where the total area of the establishment is less than
10,000 square feet.

$25.00

(e)

Same as (d) but total area of the establishment is more than
10,000 square feet.

$25.00

(f)

Eating and Lodging places. Any place where eating and
sleeping accommodations are furnished to the public such
as hotels, motels, and bed and breakfasts.

$100.00

(g)

Establishment operated by Non-Profit organization.

NO FEE

(h)

Vending Machine.

$10.00

(i)

Temporary Vending Unit operating at a fair. (per unit):

$10.00

Name & type of vending

unit(s):

Enclose CHECK payable to: "Town of Cumberland"
SEND TO: TOWN CLERK, 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, ME 04021
Application

received:

.5 •-"~~o"'
Cl'_..

Date of issuance:

-X-

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE
APPLICATION for VICTUALER'S (Food Service Establishment) LICENSE
Business

or

Business
Name
Date

Trade

Name:

% _/(EN $;v,r~,·7 _/c5

Address:

Oo!::!;-:P/Uel"~---- Business

of Manager:
of event

Signature

7ii.-rrle ~-{~,nb.erla~.f_.//Jf'JJ..i_;J.J

or new

of authorized

license:

Evt!,,/13

person:,~

Phone:

q£i

_ f.~<7 · 51/zz.._

~11.n-rr/;,,,r~

========---------------===--------====~

CHECK THE PROPER CATEGORY OF REQUESTED LICE

&i»ldiru-J;tEf
Date: S-%-t>Z-

-==============---:

(a)

Restaurant or Victualer not~rving
premises.

(b)

Restaurant or Victualer serving malt beverages on the
premises.

550.00

(c)

Class A Restaurant, as defined by the Revised Statutes
of 1\faine, serving both malt liquor and spirituous and
vinous liquor.

S50.00

( d)

A business establishment such as, but not limited to, retail
grocery stores, food storage ·warehouses, bakeries, delicatessen
stores, and dairy product stores where food is stored or is kept
for sale and where the total area of the establishment is less than
10,000 square feet.

S25.00

(e)

Same as (d) but total area of the establishment
10,000 square feet.

525.00

( f)

Eating and Lodging places. Any place where eating and
sleeping accommodations are furnished to the public such
as hotels, motels, and bed and breakfasts.

5100.00

(g)

Establishment operated by Non-Profit organization.

NO FEE

(h)

Vending Machine.

510.00

(i)

Temporary Vending Unit operating at a fair. (per unit) :

510.00

Name & type of vending

malt beverages on-the

is more than

Application

·x_

unit(s):

Enclose CHECK payable to:
SEND TO:

S50.00

"Town of Cumberland"

TOWN CLERK, 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, ME 04021

received:

5-~.::_::?·J.-___

Date of issuance:

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE
APPLICATION for VICTUALER'S (Food Service Establishment)

Business

or Trade

Business

Address:

Name
____

~YOJ«l>\":J
__
'S;:,~S,

of

Signature

event

or new

of authorized

___________
_

S ~~~~v\. __S:_ _______________
_

Name of Manage~\,\
Date

LICENSE

E<'.\\01-£
license:

Business

Phone:

. --~~-~

person:~

Tld---IL\7

\ )

~0-,r _.!_{_y.()t~

(;2,}o,V\.~-·. Date: --1Ji__i_~

====----------------------------------=====================------CHECK THE PROPER CATE<?ORY OF REQUESTED LICENSE:
(a) . Restaurant or Victualer not~rving
premises.

malt beverages on-the

·sso.oo

(b)

Restaurant or Victualer serving malt beverages on the
premises.

550.00

(c)

Class A Restaurant, as defined by the Revised Statutes
of l\faine, serving both malt liquor and spirituous and
\.inous liquor.

S50.00

( d)

A business establishment such as, but not limited to, retail
grocery stores, food storage warehouses, bakeries, delicatessen
stores, and dairy product stores where food is stored or is kept
for sale and where the total area of the establishment is less than
10,000 square feet.

S25.00

(e)

Same as (d) but total area of the establishment
10,000 square feet.

525.00

(f)

Eating and Lodging places. Any place where eating and
sleeping accommodations are furnished to the public such
as hotels, motels, and bed and breakfasts.

5100.00

(g)

Establishment operated by Non-Profit organization.

NO FEE

(h)

Vending Machine.

S10.00

(i)

Temporary Vending Unit operating at a fair. (per unit):

$10.00

Name & type of vending

is more than

unit(s):. ______________________

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

_

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE
.APPLlCATION

Business

for VICTUALEtV5

or · Trade

Business
Address:
Name of M)nager:

Name:

Establi:;,lunent)

LICENSE

/itB~)JJ.l}if[lo...6£:.
_________
_

7?J)_,_~~-Jlij£_1J,S_Ii}_;Jo~.Qj{3S:2

/:4lll21JB.__Business

Date of evef t or new license:
Signature

(Food Se,:vice

of 1autho:dzed

-:S..'6~-.!/!J~
/

Phone:

£.EBP'-},!.jcx:Q_ __

person:'-1'Y>(1...,.._..
......_

Date:

:kl-7!CJ'2

========================~~-==============~==========

CHECK THE P~OPER CATEGORY OF REQUESTED LICENSE:
(il)

Restaurant or Victualer not serving malt beverages on the
•
I
prenuses.

(b)

Restaurant

orVictualer serving malt bevetagu

sso.oo

on the

SS0.00

(c)

Class A Res,aurant, a.s defined by the Revised Statutes
of Maine, serving both malt Hquor and spirituous and
'Vinous liquot.

S50.00

( d)

A b\l&inea$ eet:\blislunent such M, but not limited to, retail
grocery stores, food storage warehowes, bakeries, delic.a.tes~
store11,and dairy product stores where food is !ltorcd or is kept
for sale and'where the total uea of the establishment is less than
10,000 squari!.feet.

$25.00

le}

Same as (d) but total area of the establishment is more than
10,000 squar~ feet

$25.00

(f)

Eating and £iodging places. Any place where eating and
!lle.~g acl'.'(lounodatioM a.re funt.ished.to tt,e public such
.u hotels, m~teb, ;indbed and bn:akfast5.

premises.

$100.00

I

(g)

operated by Non-Profit organization.

Establishm~t

NOfEE

I

(h} Vendi11g Mo~e.
(i)

------

Temrorary ~ending Unit operating at a fair. (per unit):
Name

$10.00

/

~

~10.00

":type
of vendlng unit(s):---1-&w.Lmerk/
Li2I C/9-tqo
Yr,;n~ Lcr
'
----,--,~

11
1Enclose CHECK payable to: "Town of Cumberland
SEND TO. TOWN CLERK, 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, ME 04021
I
Application ~eceived: _______
Date of i~suance:
I

Will any alcohol vendors be serving at the event? ___

yes,

/

no (if yes, list name and

attach a copy of the vendors license to sell alcohol, describe alcohol will be served) ____

_

Describe the three most recent outdoor performances of the group, performer, or event being proposed.
Include location, date(s), number in attendance, promoter or sponsoring person or organization.

Description of facility:
.,_A.
)II;

Seating capacity:

e~QOO

B.

Other seating capacity: ____

C.

Number of toilets available: •

'/PD.

* E.

permanent; _____

temporary

festival; ____

p le,~

Number of parking spaces available:

~

standing room only (sq. ft)

permanent; ____

"P/en¼•on-site; ____

portable
off-site

Are all parking lots lighted (applicable only u{vent runs into evening hours)
__
___,,,.\L~_
yes; ____
no, if no, which lots are .~ot li~hted ____
Source of potable water: _________________

_
_

Refuse containers available, number and size: ___________

_

Name of refuse disposal company (attach a copy of the agreement to pick u.p ref~se)

. .

Rn

.t .

'-1&.J_d

.

'

7Z=S 11\11~ I •• 5~"' (o~
,, I.
When will refuse be picked up? """,:r-""f="""---'U--..,.,v"-',\...,r,-..__..\A.C:~--=-"----..,._;___,._....,
____
_
Public Safety:
J.
Describe first aid facilities: -----------------J

.t,

J: ha.t.te.:spotu.-, Wll.h-tr0-/)(1"~~ Nj~
t)Le ~
1-kOlfo,,;u_tj,me tha-t VI~ m/d,rmahcn /u vn 1ecord af
tilt. tl)()JrJ bffie_e, .

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
Publication dates·._______
_
Publication names:._______
_
Date filed:__
5_-'_;;L-f_-...;;O;.....,'l._
Fee rec'd~:----1-~o_t_-_{)-d_
Date Ordinance received~:__ 7~--~_-_tJ~,2__
Issued·._______
_
Denied:.
______
_

Mass Gathering Applic~tion -- Minor Large Outdoor Event
(1,000 - 4,999 persons)
This application must be filed with the Town C:lerk not less than 60 days before the date of the event.
Application must be accompanied by a non-refundable_fee of $250.

East

Nameofapplicant:

C.aast Mar~c-b'~ Group

:l(., Thomas Dr/ vr_ wes+bn:oK.
Mr
Tel.#
'
01.J.O<::;
:Z...
Name of event: 1?PFM ,Bene.id-Cooced:
Facility where the event will be held: C,umtxclaad [ex,~
fa i c3mwod.S
Address of applicant:

Is the facility owned by the applicant: ____

&tJ7 'S'7I '/87/p

yes;
✓
no, (if no, attach a copy of the
contract with the owner which allows use of the property)

Name of promoter (if different from above):·_.)__________________
Telephone number:
Date of event:

??7/- 7'i 1h

Oc.tobe.c S: 2C02....

Number of tickets available
Expected attendance
Description of event:

_

Time (start and finish times):

--------

~, ooo - ~ ooo

13enef/
.f conCe.(t

l'oc ih e. .t?m
fc.55iona. I

fit;<../Jghters<5/:Ma.in~. l?eclbr_m1111
a_-6ihe Coac-u:t.

Will any food vendors be serving at the event? ____
what types) ___________________________

yes,

1/

no (if yes, how many, and
_

,eK.

Describe emergency facilities: _________________

1L.

Describe communication facilities: ________________

M.

Number of certified police officers: __.,_.c,_______________

N.

Other security personnel (include company name and qualifications):

0.

Describe fire personnel:

u.,\I) J2l.,

Vo\u,.oto,,o c

.p~<t.

Other

P.
Q.

_

_

_

Nn-:n,c.-

?roa..ss:>1000
I £ce°fl,qb~

e

4 ¼,,lt..A~~

Name of liability insurance bl:i99'1n
s cr:d
ol du C, ( CQA:,\
Amount of coverage
1,000 ooc;,
; amount of property insurance _____

~

1

~J

Preferred type of performance guarantee (i.e.. escrow account, irrevocable letter of credit)

On _ _,_L4:::~~-4~L+-_.A..~~'------F-'fate),

I received a copy of the Cumberland Mass
~---?-~~~~---1,;E:,,.,-~!!io.::l~i,,.,,,:::..y,::._
____
(authorized signature)

-------··-

-

.. -·-.

. ~gT

8?1

7-2~

...

---

P.ez
-···-···•-.,-..
'

.. ...

CUMBERLAND FARMElll' CLUB

, ... -..u .... 1..
~

OlalllftlN.MIMNI

RENTAL ACREIMINT
ID addition to tlle fM ot StO,otperc:uaplllte,
1..,.. t• pt11 dtt Cutnbtrlud
Parmen'ChaitS ~ C"'fX) for tbt r111tdof tWrfllilltill, u foJhMa:
}

.L

,...o., e6-~

~
~
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FROM HIGGINS & BIJ~DU(; It\S'JR~HCE AGV PHONE MJ.

2074652532

Jur,. 11 2002 10: 03AM P1

I

ACORD... CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE
PRODUCER (207)465-asn

(Z07)4GS-2532

Higgins &r Bolduc Ag~ncy,

-

..... -:T:,H,-:,1$:-=-,C:-:E=R"'r"'1=F·1"c"'A"'TC'!t:""""1s,...,"'s"'s"'1J'::E==o::-A-:-S-:::-:A,-:-:M"'A--=n=-·"'1:"'R~O~
·-

ONLy AND C0NFeRs NO RIGHT$ UPONTHECERTIFICATE
HOLDER,THIS CERTlt-,cATE DOES NOT AMEND, EXTENDOR
ALTER THE COVERAGEAFFORDEDBY THE POLICll!S Bl!L0W,

Inc.

P.O. Box 369
Oakland, ME04g63

INSUREM AFFO~DINGCOVi;RAGE

C.oast Market111g Group

INSURO:R
A:

Attn: G~ylon Boshl!llrs, Jr.
26 Tholllils Drive

INSURiRC:

K<;UREO Eut

Westbrook,
.._ ____

CATE (IAM/00/YY)

06/11/7.001

ME 04092
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June 26, 2002

Jane Peabody
East Coast Marketing Group
26 Thomas Drive
Westbrook, ME 04092
Dear Ms. Peabody:
I am returning the attached Mass Gathering Application. In order to submit this
request to the Town Council, the application will need to be completed as follows:

•
•
•

Items M, N, and P require responses
I have included a copy of the Mass Gathering Ordinance.
Please indicate your receipt on the application as requested.
Please submit a permit payment of $250.

Thank you for your attention to this matter. Upon return of this application, I will
plan to submit it to the Town Council in the fall.

Cordially,

Q

~~~nieti;~
Town Council

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
Publication dates:._______
_
Publication names:·----~-Date filed:.
__
:"f,-L...._=;;i_=--f_----'O;;__~_
Fee rec'd·,__ _____
_
Date Ordinance received·,__ _____
_
Issued:.______
_
Denied:_______
_

Mass Gatheririg Application ,... Minor Large Outdoor Event
·
·c1,ooo
- 4,999 persons)
This application must be filed with the Town Clerk not less than 60 days before the date of the event.
Application must be accompanied by a nori~refunciable_fee of $250.

East

Nameofapplkant:
Address of applicant:
Name of event:

Coast

MarHc,b'~

Group

.

:ze,"Thomas Dr/vc_.wes±hrt:6~.
"1f
1

--:PPF'M•f?ene
fu- - Cnoced:

Facility where the event will be held:

C11moecland

.-.

Is the facility owned by the applicant: ____

Tel. # oXJ
7 '8'7I ?87~

ol./.OCi Z..

u:x·,~ ,fa.ic3mucri.S

yes;
✓
no, (if no, attach a copy of the
contract with the owner which allows use of the property)

Name of promoter (if different from above):·-✓-------------------
Telephone number:
Date of event:

Cf?7l-1'i7'2

Oc,.±o
bee S: 2ct52-

Number of tickets available _______
Expected attendance

,o: oo a..,.,...,

Time (start and finish times):

,'2..:ex, Iftv ... /o: OD/JM
I

_

~, ooo - ~ 0OC>

1>enelJ-Iconce.rt l'l)r ih C & a.ssiona./
fu:<.../Jghters
61'.Ma.ine..._l?eclor_1n1nX
~t ibe Coocvt .

Description of event:

~~;Ks
°:;;jw_i=~-Ml~!:~
Will any food vendors be serving at the event? ____
what types) ____________________________

'.
...\

yes,

/RJIIM.
,/

no (if yes, how many, and
_

'
Will
any alcohol vendors be serving at the event? ___

yes,

/

no (if yes, list name and

attach a copy of the vendors license to sell alcohol, describe alcohol will be served) ____

_

Describe the three most recent outdoor performances of the group, performer, or event being proposed.
Include location, date(s), number in attendance, promoter or sponsoring person or organization.

Description of facility:
.,.A.
Seating capacity:

.e~QO D

permanent; -,- ____

Other seating capacity: ____
Number of toilets available: •

temporary

festival; ____

ple.nt:)~

standing room only (sq. ft)

permanent; ____

Number of parking spaces available:~

portable

on-site; ____

off-site

Are all parking lots lighted (applicabl~ only ir{vent runs into evening hours)
yes; ____
no, if no, which lots are ,:iotlighted ____

---\L'---_

.

_

.

-·--

Source of potable water: _________________

_

Refuse containers available, number and size: ___________

Name of refuse disposal company (attach a copy of

;tH.

..

·.

·'.

-· Rn.2.J&-t ◄ -.

.

.

. .

,J

" I.

-

-

_

theagre~ment to pick_µp ref~se)

·

.

-

- _

.

-_

\

~ ~ ....
II .).
I.• 5 ~ ,-; (......
0 ~
When will refuse be picked up? -4~~~U-.
"-<""'-\
....
t......,.vy::'--""'-----"'-"---...,.~~-----

Public Safety:

J.

Describe first aid facilities:

------------------

wlLh-+ro./1c,-~~ A1j~
1k Olforftld me tha-t V!is ml/Jrmahcn iv
tfu wwn t4te.e,.

w, J: ha.Lte.~ott._µ

t)Le ~.
V/'JleCRJrdaf

Describe emergency facilities: __________________

Describe communication facilities:

_

-----------------

M.

Number of certified police officers: ________________

_

N.

Other security personnel (include company name and qualifications): ____

_

0.

Describe fire personnel:

Ll2)ll

V'.o\1J-O
to,,o c
Jx. .pct,.&e:>d:.

?roa..ss:>1000
I :Rce.Agb~

Other
P.

Name of liability insurance _____________________
Amount of coverage

Q.

<f>l)OOO,OC:O

_

; amount of property insurance ____

_

Preferred type of performance guarantee (i.e .. escrow account, irrevocable letter of credit)

On _______________
Gathering Ordinance.

(date), I received a copy of the Cumberland Mass
(authorized signature)
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290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland

Center, Maine 04021-9321

Telephone (207) 829-5559 • Fax (207) 829-2214

August 15, 2002

Ms. Jane Peabody
East Coast Marketing, Inc.
26 Thomas Drive
Westbrook, ME 04092
Dear Ms. Peabody:
I am writing to notify you that on August 12, 2002 the Town Council set a Public
Hearing date of Monday, September 9, 2002, at 7 p.m., to hear your request on behalf of
the Professional Firefighters of Maine for a Mass Gathering Permit to hold a benefit
concert at the Fairgrounds on October 5, 2002.
Please plan for yourself or a representative to-attend the Town Council meeting
on September 9th in the event the Council or public has questions relative to this
application. Thank you.
Cordially,

r;~CJ~
Nadeen Daniels
Town Clerk

bs,~6/2002

13:33

FAX 207 626 3358
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Confidentiality Statement: This messagEfTs··-1ntended
onfy for the·f,ersonal aif<N;onfidential use of the ·
individual or entity to which it Is addt"e$Sed,and may contain information that is privileged, confidential,
and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.
This messa.gQ may be an Attorney-Client
communication and, as such, Is privileged and confldentlal. ff the reader of this message is not the ·
Intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended
recipient, you are hereby notlfied that any dissemination, distribution, or copying · of _--·tJ,Js
.; ·-._;.,
communication is strictly prohibited. Jf you have recelved this communication In error, please notify us-.·
Immediately by telephone and return the origin~/ meix;sge to us at the above address via the ·U.S. ·
Postal Service. Thank you.
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Search and Selection of a City/Town Manager
General Guidelines

1. Neads Assessment

Council or Board of Selectmen need to conduct a needs assessment pertaining to
the Town government and the Town Manager position for the purpose of identifying the
Council's/Board's priorities regarding qualifications, skills, and experience to be looked
for In potenti;af candidates. This information is <;entral to the selection process and Is
used in narrowing down the field of candidates.

2. Recruitment

Activities

Determine what recruitment activlties the Town may want to undertake
(newspaper advertisement{s), trade journals, etc.) [Sample ad provi_ded]

3. Resume Review and Rating
Initial review of resumes utilizing a rating document based on the priorities
identified in the needs assessment. Identify a top group of candidate$ from which the
Council/Board will make a decision about who will be interviewed. Confidentiality c,,f
applicants must be maintained throughout the selection process and after. £Sample
provided]
- ..· - ··· ::~~-~-,;::_~;:.:_:=::·:~i:-~:)
· . _ ... · ·
_ .. :~-::~:;::S~

4. lntel'Views
Develop an interview structure and ra~ing document for use during the interview
sessions. Once interviews have been done, the Council/ Board w!II discuss and
deliberate as a means of identifying its finalist for the position of Cityffown Manager.
[Sample provided of ea~_tidocumentj

5. Referen'ce and Background

Check

I I

After interviews, conduct a telephone checking of references and employment
history for finalist. The emphasis should be on confirming or denying Information
already obtained through the selocti.on process. To _in~ure uriif~ify
and control of ti:(~..~
:;;-,·~.
_ extremely sensitive .stage of the.selection process; o:'6lS,fone
indt~tduaLshould be
: ·_
i~1,~::_..:.-.-·>...:,·1nvoived,·or 'the invotvemei1t~f~{ti~~:"'~tii>-tticf
of the finalist's credit, legal, driving record, and verification of eaucatrorrmay
'Be·~·(t.._.
obtained through a vendor who provide.s this $ervice on a fee basis. It is advised that'~.'-"·-····· · ·
the Town obtain an authorization from the finalist before ordering a background check.
(Sample authorization provided]

"tjij',~1l~i?~f.di~at~Bfili~s~l1><¥'~

6. Second Interview

When necessary.
7. Hiring Q£clsfon and Employment

Contract[Samples

provided)

IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS, PLEASE CALL PERSONNEL SERVICES AT 1-800-452-8786

08106/2002

13:33

FAX 207 626 3358
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TOWN MANAGER
WIiton, Maine

.,,$#)[~--

The Town of WIiton, Maine, is currently accepting resumes for the ·position of
Town Manager. Wilton Is an attractive community of 4,123, with a Town
Meeting/Selectmen/Manager
form of government and an annual budget of $2.3
million excluding schools and 23 FT employees. The Board is seeking an
individual with strong financial management, economic development, and
budgeting skills; per.$onnel management and labor relations experience; grant
acquisition and administration experience, and considerable exposure to Public
Works, Water and Sewer operations. Candidates should possess responsible
management experience; a minimum of a Bachelor's Degree in Public or ·
Business Administration or a related field. Candidates with equivalent differing
work experience and training are encouraged to apply. Salary negotiable based
on experience and training. Resume and cover letter with salary requirements
must be received by Tuesday, August 28, 2001 at 5:00 p.m. Direct all
correspondence to:
'
Manager of Personnel Services
Maine M1.u1l9.l!~J~I
Association
, .._:-.:.-.60Community
Drive
Augusta, ME 04330
Wilton is an Equal Opportunity Employer

_.--

... -

...·..
,_

·.-. ..~...: ..:::,

'

08t0612002

13:34

FAX 20i

626 3358

ME. m~ICIPAL

Amil~.

~00-1

TOWN MANAGER
BETHEL, MAINE
The Town of Bethel, Maine is currently seeking qualified applicants for the position of
Town Manager. Bethel is an attractive resort community located within a four season
recreational area in western Maine. Bethel has a population of 2,450 and a municipal
budget excluding schools of $1,600,000. Bethel ha$ a Selectmen/Town Manager/Town
Meeting form of government with a five-member Board of Selectmen and 15 full-time
employees. The Board of Selectmen is seeking an individual with budge1ing
experfence, grant administration and economic development experience, financial
management skills, and good comrnunlcation_13nd public relations skills. The Board of
Selectmen would prefer a candidate with a degree and experience in Public
Administration; however, Individuals with equivalent experience and education are
encouraged to apply. Salary negotiable based on experience and qualifications.
Deadline for receipt of applications In the office Is March 4, 1997 by 5:00 p.m. Send
resume and cover letter with salary requirements to:
Manager of Personnel Services
Maine Municipal Association
60 Community Drive
Augusta;·~E 04330
.-
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RESUME REVIEW RA TING FORM
Name of Candidate _____________
Rater ___________

_

Date of Review ________

_

_

Circle a numerical value which reflects your judgment pertaining to an area rated and write that number on the
line at the outside margin of the form. When completed, just total these numbers to obtain total score. Higher
number indicates better score. This format is designed to assist the rater(s) in following essentially the same
approach with each resume.

EDUCATION
ANDTRAINING
Consider formal education and specialized training in terms of its appropriateness to the position being sought.
Include tbe.i.r contim1J.ngeducation efforts. (B.A. Public Administration, M.P.A., M.B.A., etc.)

1

2

3

5

4

NOTE:
WORK IDSTORY
. =-=-,:~.-:-·A. Conside.r degree of e~peri~~C!e
~d rl?lationship of previous positions and responsibilities to that of.
position being sougbt. (Tow.nJCityManagement, State, Federal, Private-Sector) · · - ·•·· . ·. -. ::.::

._._... , .

--:;._.r;:;;_~

1

2

3

4

5

NOTE:
B.

Consider such things as job tenure, degree of career continuity of work history, and length of service.
Also consider experience wllich has enabled the person to gain the kind of skills sought -~or.t_hi~
position.
Financial Management, Budget Preparation and Administration, Economic Development and Planning,· ·
Personnel Administration, Intergovernmental Relations, Solid Waste, Public Works, and J>ti.blic·
·
1
Relations.
•

-'<-f

1

4

3

2

5

·.

.

NOTE:

- ·..

.:

,.,

:::...~
..·-~-.:

At this point, consider the resume as a wbole. What does it reveal about the person as a person and the way
he/she presents himselfi'herself? Does his/her style show through, etc.
Consider all aspects of candidate as revealed in resume and then judge in the light of the previously assessed
needs of the community and your o-w-nneeds as a member ·of the governing body who will have close personal
contact with the Town/City Manager.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

NOTE:

TOTAL SCORE

0 8 .' d6 12 0 0 2 1J : 3 -! FAX 2 0 7 6 2 8 3 3 5 8

llE.

Mlii\"ICIPAL AD)l!J',;.

SA.l\,1PLE
TOWN MANAGER INTERVIEWS

I.

Introduction of Candidates and Oral Board Members

II.

Briefing of Candidates
- Purpose of interview
- Approximate Duration
- What Steps Follow
- Stress Informality

III.

Ooening Statement
Please taj(_e_afew minutes to tell us why you're interested in <rown> at this
point in
career and also provide us with an overview of your employment
history.

your

......
.. -·

'

. -.:'.<e~g~ ;hani6:very
lohg?
.. ·.. How does <Town>.fit into your long term career goals?

IV.

Work History (Assign to specific B?ard members)
Turning to your work history, we will now be focusing on some specific areas
of experieI}ce that are of interest to ~s.
·. .·
.
Discuss with us your procedures in :getting a budget together ~d process used
in getting it approved.
·!
i

_. ..: ,- ._.- ·... •...:.,~,:·>::::::-:,:·
Disctj.ss_'Wi.ili_us
~y'our
experienc_e w~thcomputers in local government.
Wbat is your philosophy regarding the Town Manager's visibility in the
community?
.., -... ·.
. . . . .!

- .. .·:.....
What

.-..--- }-. :··-. ..

- _..-·-.-.... r

.

a.re
youi:managemerit and.supervisory
philosophies?

What is your experience overseeing the public works department?
Do you have any experience in plarining and town growth issues?

~006
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On the flip side of this, we all have our shortcomings or areas we wish
we were stronger in. What are the areas where you think you need
improving in an employment sense?

If offered the position, would you be intending to live within the Town of
_____
and when would you be available to start work?

X. Conditions of Emplovment
What conditions would you set up for accepting the appointment as Manager if
it were offered to you? (Don't negotiate, just find out what the candidate's
expectations are.)

Be prepared to discuss:
Duties
Limits of Auth.9rity
Contract

Expense Account
Other Fringes
Holidays
Retirement

Salary

-~-

..· .;-·-. . .-._..,
·.. . . .
::-:-··...--~·.':!....-~.
.:....
_.;.: .. •. - -

i'

. ··~
~:...
___
~.··<-~!
:·-::e:-~:
_...

.

. ::- :-..~;-~.r~t-::::,,~-:~--=-:)~_~.:
..

~~

X.

··.-~~\,:Z{i;-~
·:·~\-::,:";;
i{2;:

Candidate's Questions of Board
Though we have been asking inost of the questions up to now in trying to
get to know you, we want thi~ to be a two-way process. Do you have
any questions yoJ1.would like to ask pertaining to this community _(?.f
this
Board?
,
-

a)

.

-~•---),~:.:~~:'..~i~.:.~~.C.:~.-.
t;.;
the~e-~.:..~mm~~
wliicb you would like
I

If candidate says no: Are

to make about yourself for

i.

ourc_o&10erantp1;~ff
~
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«Town_City» of «Municipality»
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNllY

GUIDELINES

«Position»

It is the policy of the <ff own_City» of «Municipality» to provide persons with equal
opportunities for employment. In order to achieve this policy goal, a concerted effort is
being made to conduct the selection process for «Position» on the basis of planned, jobrelated procedures and criteria.
The inteNiew process has, therefore, been structured to provide job-related guidelines
for discussion and inquiry and should be followed. By Its very nature, however, the
interview process is dynamic and freer flowing than structured written examinations.
Candidates themselves may even initiate disqussion topics. Nevertheless, the selection
committee can strengthen the equity of its decision process by adherfng to the structure
which
has been
prepared and avoiding discussion In the areas outlined below:
.
.

.

- Race/color
-Age
- Sex
'
- Nationality
.-,
- Place of birth i
- Religious orientation - church attendance, etc.
Do not inquire as to membership in
religious organizations such as the Masons
or Knights of Columbus
- Marital status
- Handicaps
.
- Political affilia{ion
! I
Those things which are bona fide occupational qualifications are legitimate areas of
inquiry and evaluation. With the possible exc:eption of handicap:., however, the above
·:,[..:;/
list seems to represent areas which should b~ ·completely .avoided in this process. :-To... -. ,~:·
..
the e~~n! tha~ physical pe_riorn_,ance
iss.ue~--.~r.a_~n~aile_din
tJ:iisjob, the medica~~~~--iitf:i~±-~~~"i::
examrnatroh Is a more appropriate step rn wh_rchto make lnlt1al assessments::- ~'-~;-~~~~$-If:'""~::
i
:·

}tttt

~tt:fJ,:::,-J:!f!-!t~
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BACKGROUND CHECK AUTHORIZATION FORM
«Position»

, understand that in order to assess my

I, _______________
Type/Print Full Name

qualifications for the position of «Position>>a full background Investigation is
necessary. I, therefore, authorize the «Town_City» of «Municipality» to conduct
an investigation which may include but not be limited to verification of information
provided by me to the Maine Munlclpal Association; a financial management
check; contacting persons, institutions, government and law enforcement
agencies for character references and record history Information; contacting
employers for performance information; and verifying educatior1el attainment. All
1he information and materials I have provided to the Maine Municipal Association
as part of the employment process are ·accurate and truthful.
I authorize all my present and previous employers, or references, to furnish
· informatiqn concern_infmy.1:?.ltf®~l~c;:haracter, habits or employment
.performance: I also authoriz'ei':-schoolswhich I h~ve attended to provide
verification of educational attainment and other relevant information.

·--

!

···•·
· S::t!;/rlv~h•~~Z't::i$.~~•t
,-.·.Social Security Number _____________

_

. -
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SAMPLE
M:EMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
This memorandum will outline the tenns and conditions of employment for the position of Town Manager
between the Town of <municipality> and <name>. The initial six.month period shall serve as a probationary
period. This agreement is contingent upon <name> passi.t:\ga complete physical examination.

Apuointment
Employment beginning <start-date>.
Salary
Base salary of $<start$>.
Severance Pa:x
Should the <board/council> decide to terminate <name>, he shaU be entitled to receive <equivalent$>
equivalent pay, unless for malf~sance or misfeasance .

.Perrormance
Evaluation
The <board/council> sh.all perform an annual performance evaluation .
Vacation

.. .... · , .,I .. . - .

- _=-1

.

--~

:~-~t-i~
-~-·_.
--

<#vacation days> vacation during first calendar year; thereafter, shall follow the <town/city>'s personnel
pol.icy.
Residencv

<name> shall _residein <municipality> ..no later than 6 months from <his/her> initial date of hire.

Other benefits shall be provided in accordance with the Personnel Policy for the <town/city> of
<municipality>. .
:

Read and agreed to:

Chainnan. <board/council>

Date

Date

08/0612002
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SAM:PLE
EMPLOYMENT AGREENIENT
THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into th.is __
OF----~
Maine (hereinafter called TOWN) and
EMPLOYEE) pursuant to these terms and conditions:

day of __
between the TOWN
(hereinafter called

A.

WHEREAS, the TOWN wishes to employ the services of _____
Manager of the Town of
· and

as Town

B.

WHEREAS, the TOWN and EMPLOYEE desire to provide for certain procedures,
benefits and requirements regarding the employment of EMPLOYEE by the TOWN;
and

C.

WHEREAS, EMPLOYEE wishes to accept employment as Town Manager of said
Town under the terms and conditions stated herein.
f

:·-·_::--N~W,
THEREFORE, in consid~tion

<:>fth_~~~~tual
c_ovenantscontained herein, ~d

mtending to be legally bound hereby;tb.e TOWN and EMPLOYEE agree to the followmg:

_..,._:-:.;. .
:e::..a:-~• -· ....... _. ___ -·.
-··
---... ........
- .-....~, ..,

----

-

1.

DUTIES -TOWN agrees to.employ___, ____
as the Town Manager of the Town
of
. to perform aifai.i?~s.~ specified by law and ordinance, and to perform·--=~j~~~:t·_~?
such other proper duties as
aisigiiedbf the Board of Selectmenffown Council.
· ~;~~y:r:::;',

2.

COMPENSATION -TOWN agrees to payEMPLOYEE a starting salary of <SUM>
1
dollars ($:X:X,X00.00), payable in such installroents as the TOWN may from time to
time determine for all management employees. ENIPLOYEE'S salary shall be raised
to <SUM> dollars ($:XX,X00.00) on January 1, 199X. EMPLOYEE'S salary shall be
subject to adjus~ent as the _Board of Selectmen/fov-m Council shall determine based . ; .··.,..., _
upon.
an _amiual
performan~e ev_aluation of EMPLOYEE.
;
. :.-~i;:Bt.c":

3.

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT
{a)

The
~st si'<.(6)
mo11tbsof employment
shall
serve as a probationary period.1'11i
- . -- ·-- • ·- : . _,...___
.
• . .
. -=
EMPLOYEE or"TOWN may deqide to foiniliiate the ~fnployment agreement''"' __
their discretion, subject to the conditions contained herem.
1~
.
:. . ~.,-- .
. . .
-- .
;;..-:{~~~~:~~-:=
-~~I,;

'

(b)

contained herein.
(c)

.

EMPLOYEE'sterm of agreement shall be indefinite, subject to the conditions
;·

.. .- :-·:~.I

·

The Board of Selectmen will on an annual basis conduct an evaluation of the
El\1PLOYEE'S pexfonnance. This evaluation will help define goals and
performance objectives for the proper operation of the TOWN government, and
help to _setin place objectives for the future.

. ·-.._-
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Nothing in this Agreement shall prevent, limit, or otherwise interfere with the
right of the Board of Sel~ctmen/Town Council to terminate the services of
EMPLOYEE at any time, subject only to the provisions set forth in Section 4,
paragraph (a) ofthis Agreement. The Board of Selectmen/Town CoW1cil shall
provide a twenty (20) day written notice oftemlination.
Nothing in this Agreement shall prevent, limit, or otherwise interfere with the
right of the EMPLOYEE to resign at any time from his/her position with the
TOWN, ·subject only to the provisions set forth in Section 4, paragraph (b) of
this Agreement.

(d)

(e)

4.

626 3358

TERMINATION_CONDITIONS AND PAY
(a) _ In the event EMPLOYEE is terminated by the Board of Selectmen/Town
Council while EMPLOYEE is willing and able to perform the duties of Town
Manager, TOWN shall continue to pay EMPLOYEE'S salary and benefits for a
period of sixty (60) days follo..,ving the specified date of termination, subject to
the following conditions:
(1)

If EMPLOYEE shall obtain employment elsewhere prior to the expiration
·· ,, of said sixty (60), day period, the salary and benefits payable to
EMPLOYEE shall cease as of the date of such other employment;

..
(2) · In the event EMPLOYEE if terminated because of his/her conviction of
--~:•-:: •·-:o:.-:.::-ii:~Y
felony, then, in that ev¢nt, the TOWN shall have no obligation to pay
-. ...:·.. ·:.::<".'t'.he
·stipulated termination salary and benefits.

(b)

5.

.-EMJ>~OYEE may voluntarily re~gn his/her position at any time upon thirty (30)
days 'Niitten notice to TOWN. In the event of such tennination, EMPLOYEE
shall not be entitled to receive the termination pay provided for in paragraph (a)
-ofthis Section.

.. RETIREMENT
PLAN - EMPLOYEE I'and TOWN will make contributions to the
.
.
• .
System at the rates prescribed by the Retirement System ~d. :
'-the TOWN personnel policy, ntles or guidelines.
· ·-

• •

· · ··· M2:ffieS~~f!Re_~ent
..-

.-

:,c-:-_·

. ·..

-

.

.. .

.

..· .

I

.. .

6. · -:AUTOMOBILE
ALLOWAl'\1CE- EMPLOYEE will provige·;his/herown automobile ..

for uiej:iii''fOWN businessand TOWN agrees to pay EMPLOYEE
the sum of

, _:-<SUM:>'{SXXX.00)
permonth as reimbursement for in-town automobile use.

·· ·

Reimbursementfor automobile use for out of town travel shall be at the rate paid to all
TOWN employees fo:r business travel.
.

.

--~.. ·-

.

7 ..:.~:~:INSURANGE
COVERAGE
(a)

TOWN shall provide a health insurance program, as provided for other TOWN

employees, for E?v!PLOYEE and dependents at the rate of payment provided for
all municipal employees as provided in the personnel policy.

0810612002
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(b)

TOWN shall provide EMPLOYEE with life insurance in the amonnt of one
times the EMPLOYEE'S annual salary.

(c)

TOWN shall defend, hold harmless and indemnify EMPLOYEE against any
tort, professional liability claim or demand or other legal action, whether
groundless or otherwise) arising out of an alleged act or omission occurring in
the perfonnance or E:tvil'LOYEE'S duties as Town Manager. TOWN will
defend, compromise or settle as appropriate any such claim or suit and pay the
amount of any settlement or judgment. This section does not apply to any claims
resulting from EMPLOYEE'S willful misconduct or for claims arising outside of
EMPLOYEE'S duties as Town Manager.

VACATION AND SICK LEAVE
(a)

EMPLOYEE shall earn and accumulate vacation time at the rate prescribed by
the existing personnel rules and regulations.

(b)

EMPLOYEE shall earn and accumulate sick leave at the rate prescribed by the
existing personnel rules and regulations.

(c)

Upon termination, whether voluntary or involuntary, TOWN shall compensate
ENIPLOYEE for all accrued vacation leave as outlined in the personnel rules
and regulations. Said compensa~on shall be based upon EMPLOYEE'S salary
as of the date of employment tefmination .

-

-

.

.

:.::.:..-..:..,.

. .':'"::;.

.. ;;:~
~:.;?:=:"_"·

. :--:-·.:

9.

RESIDENCY - Within six ( 6) months from the execution of this Agreement,
EMJ>LOYEE shall establish residence inthe Town of <TOWN>, which shall be
h.is/her permanent and primary residence. EMPLOYEE shall not reside outside the
... _.....
Town of _____
without authorization of the Board of Selectmenffown Council.· ·'··t~:..:~;;<;..:_
.. i

-

-

10 .. BUSINESS EXPENSES
-TOWN.shhl.1reimburse Ei.\1PLOYEE for all business·
related expenses.
· :{i
·· ·- ·.
··.:
..· 1 1· _.:··
·.-

.·:

.. :.: .

.

.

.....---'
-- . -

:·-..-;..:~ --~!-~::,~2-·
..-·..

CONFEM,NCES, TRAININGANDEDUCATION

11.

.. ::.-~-..;--,...· .·

· · · ·-•...,...,..,
~·

····-_-~~~-~.;_-:_~-~·:·.
_-·-:.~-.

.

- :,:=,:~(a)
The TOWN shall pay for m~~_p-.d~e~
an~ attendanc((at the Annual ICMA. · ·.···--:-·.
·
. ,:.:: Confere.o.ce) the Maine To~ ahqtp~~-Managers
Annual Meeting,
the Maine
· ..
- - . Municipal Association Anriffa;l}~enti~rr.\R.eimbursemep.t
for.any_dues,
.·
.· ._~.
attendance at meetings, and expenses for other professiona'i development activities
of the EMPLOYEE are subject to Board
Selectmen/Town Council approval.
. .. , -,

and

,

12.

-

.

'

of

.

..

.

·oENERAL BENEFITS - In addition to the benefits cited herein, TOWN ."shallprovide - :· _.-,:.
,::··.
1
EMPLOYEE with any and all benefits that apply
other Adrninistrat.i✓e·e:r:nployees~:·,If~~;J:~:{

to
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GENERAL PROVISIONS
(a)

This Agreement shall become effective as of the date of its execution.

(b)

If any provision, or portion thereof, contained in this Agreement is held to be
unconstitutional, invalid, or unenforceable, the remainder of this Agreement
shall not be affected and shall remain in full force and effect.

(c)

No term or provision of thi$ .Agreement shall be deemed to have been waived by
either party unless such waiver is in writing and signed by the party making the
waiver.

(d)

1bis Agreement may be amended at any time only by a writing duly executed by
both parties.

(e)

The subject headings of the Sections of this Agreement are included for the
purpose of convenience only and shall in no way affect the meaning,
construction or interpretation of any provision of this Agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, and intending to be legally bound, the parties have, in good faith,
executed
this Agreement. the day and year above written.
.
.-

ATTEST:·

....- ..
BY:

------------ . . ____ __.
-~-=--.·.·
.. ·.·•..-· ....:
,_'.

WITNESS
.

·-...- .. ~--.. .,·: .

- . --....::.....;,,'",.,-.;.,
- ..: ...: ~---:..
·::_·.· ..

. -:-:j--;-_).-

. ~.
•,_

,-,,:.-:-
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Town Manager - Sample Job Description

This is pres,mted as a sample 011ly.

Town Manager
Nature of Work
This is responsible leadership work as administrative head of the Town. The Manager is under the
direction of 'the Board of Selectmen. Performance must be in accordance with the Maine Statutes and
local ordinances.
Employee ohhis class is responsible for the achievement of tangible results through people. Work
involves a certain degree of urgency to produce and=will require firm dealing with people to achleve
results. Work involves planning, budget making, problem solving and organizing with the authority
to make decisions as well as delegate to others. The·work environment is relatively unpredictable and
. requireg the ability to manage many projects at once. Although governed by policies, the Manager
-- must frequently act without preced~nt.

Examples of Work (Illustrative Only)

~ Maintains the administrative organization of the Town to ensure efficiency of operation.
♦ Oversees the accounting of all monies of the Town.
.

.

i

♦ .Makes monthly reports to Board of Selectmen pertaining to the financiaJ status of the
Town.

·

~ Annually prepares-a proposed budget and work program for the Town .
.-

.....-

..

,

·.-:♦~P;epares an annual report of the
_:· .,.--..~electmen and citizens of Wilton.• · ·..., . . . :

__

p~e~6~;/year's
activities

for pre;entation to ·the Board of

--~~~{\.·.;~}:♦ ·Appoints, with Board of Selectmen ~p~iJval, all dep~ent
·:,:: · ..
performance on a day-to-day basis.· . :,'.;:~~;:;) ·
·•-.:-.._ . ..-~~.---.
-. ... .-~----~:~:-:·~·~:_;~~--~--~_:._.:~·-:.?·~~~~\1

·:_:.:i~
..----- ~--.♦·fA; ilie
0 • ... ::

pers6~"e°l
:~ffi&~-f~r the To~ is ;directly involved

promoting, and
disciplining 'of employees
matters.

heads and supe:rvises their

in the hiring, evaluating,
·
for others to follow in such - .

or:establishes procedures
f

♦ Recommends an annual salary schedule_ for the Town employ~es for Board of Selectmen
··j

consideration.

♦

and

Ide~tifies service
policy nee~,1I~ilton
Selectmen with recommendations for actioii.

and brings to the attentio~ of the

♦ Maintains a sound public relations posture between the Town and
and other federal) state and local governmental agencies.
http://www.memun.org/municipal_resources/members/personnelissues/jobs/to

itscitizens,

Boardof
the press,

.. ./towm_m.gr.ht
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Town Manager - Sample Job Description

~ Coordinates departmental activities, and set attainable goals for all municipal departments.

~ Act as purchasing agent for all municipal departments, and oversees the bid process on
major purchases.

♦ Maintains contact with public by handling suggestions, complaints and information
requests.
<@>
Carries out the directives of the Board of Selectmen.

♦ Anends meetings of the Board of Selectmen, preparing its agendas, providing supporting
documents and information pertinent to agenda items.

~ Anends various meetings on behalf of the Town.

♦ ·Pr~pares federal an~ State grant requests and administers grant programs.
♦ Enforces municipal and State codes.

-$>Interacts with numerous municipal committees as needed.

♦ P~tlorms
relat~~f
v5~~k-~~
required.
Requirements of Work

♦ Thorough knowledge of municipal management rui~_~ornmunity problems._

♦

Thorough underst~dinj-(~i~"iliK~~~itiv~ organization., design, and evalua~ion.

.

.....,~ ..~:::.·.~-~::.1•~~/;-..-c::
.

♦ Thorough knowled-g;~6f ~~~cfaf~~istration
and the design of financial accounting and
reporting system. - -

-~-:~::}};1tf}}~~~ff=Jr)~=
.

♦ Thorough knowledge of the theory and practice of public personnel administration.

~--Tho~~~gh-biti1~di~·Jl1ii~61;Ji;'~e~ent
pr~grizfr·and i~/6i·s~o~~iri~g
pr~cesses
.....
·:-'---:=.
0

♦

Working knowledge_o(State

and federal'.progrruns.

♦ ~bili~to c~~~~-:·;~:ti:~ely.

♦

Ability to listen to

~rally
and hiwriting::.,,
·

oth~r_{

♦ Possess conflict resolution skills.

http://www.memun.org/municipal_resources/members/personoelissues/jobs/to

.../lowm_mgr.ht

3/24/99
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To""n Manager - Sample Job D~scription

Page 3 of3

♦ Ability to direct and supervise others and to delegate.
♦ Ability to organize and use time effectively.

♦ Ability to give and accept constructive criticism.
~ Knowledge of sewer operations and road maintenance.

~ Employee must be goal-minded and possess
frequently through other people.

as~lf-starting drive to get things done,

-@>Employee must be able to react quickly ~ changing situations which may be physically
taxing.
!
·
~·Employee
must be positive and direct in:striving to achieve results, but must at times be
able to motivate others to act through persua~iveness and the generation of enthusiasm.

··:

___,

r

♦ Ability to act independently and without' precedent in the face of problems.
Desirable Experience and Trnining

♦ Graduation from an accredited four-year college or university program in public
adnl:inistration or a related field, and at least five years experience as chief administrative
officer in a m:unicipal government; or any equivalent combination of experience and training.

·•...-··

http://www.memun.org/municipal_resources/members/personnelissues/jobs/to

.../towm_mgr.ht
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Town Manager - Sample Job Description

This is pr~sent.!d as n &"\mpleonly.

Town Manager
======-===-==============~==--=-====·

::,,=~~=occ:,========

Nature of Work
This is responsible and varied professional work as the chief administrative officer in managing the
affairs of the Town of~----under the direction of the Town Council in keeping with the Town
Charter, ordinances, and the laws of the State of Maine and of the United States.
I

The Manager is charged with the identification of the service and policy iieeds·of · ·
and has
the responsibility for the developme.ut of the program or actiondirected by the Town Council to meet
the identified needs of the community. The Manager shall act in such capacity as the Town Council
may direct on municipal, state, federal and other policy issues affecting the Town.
The Manager is responsible for the annual preparation of the proposed budget and the administration
of the budget once adopted. The Manager is also responsible for developing administrative
.
procedures-and.for ensuring adherence to these procedures by all departments and employees.
The manager is charged with the responsibility of advising the Council and general public on the
current status of all affairs of the Town and is reswosible for preparing an annual report of the
previous year's activities.
r
;f:,:._.:.•
The Manager is responsible for the maintenance of sound, positive public relations between the Town
and its citizens; between
·
and other governmental agencies and ben-veen the various
boards and commissions that make up ____
To~-n Government.
The Manager perfom1s such other duties as rnay be directed by the To"vn Council.

Examples of Work_(Illustrative Only)
- \··: . - .

♦ Carries out tb.e directives of the Town Council; prepares reports and written : ·.-

ofthese activities. ;

rec~!!!Illei:idations as part

_.-: ...tr-... .. .

-~·~-

·.-=::.'.:.
- ·-~~~=~~:_::-:-,;.:~
t~-.- .

_..:
♦
rileetings~ofthe
Council, preparing and providing supporti~g documents and
inf onnation pertinent to agenda items.
·
:~:

... .==
......
~;

Attends

Town

.

· ·· , ·:

~

.

l

• s~J~as Personn~l Director for the Toi;
outlirtc:d in the Town Charter.

♦ Monitors
heads in the

l ·
I

hires, ·evaluates and directs the Town's staff as
.

. ·

.

.._... -.. :":·~r :-.::. - ···:...-. · _
.. ~-;-:::..
.. -::.
.•.r'~--;-"··~
•::·...

the budget and all financial affairs of the Town; works closely with departments

development
of a comprehensive budget and work program.
.
•·

.♦-Atlministe;;~e- ;~:;ly:~;~ting

budget and capital improv~~~~t budgets, s~bmitting
regular_~ports t? the _Councilon the status of the Town's budgets.
. -=-_...·.,.. _·
;:--•:· ';'t • • -

♦ Responsible for implementing all Council policy decisions and providing staff in all

http://www.memun.org/mi.m.icipal_resources/members/personnelissues/jobs/to

.../town_mgr.ht

3/24/99
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Town Manager - Sample Job Description

departments with the clear and efficient operating procedures necessary to carry out Council
policy mandates.

♦ Serves as the Town's purchasing agent.

-@-Attends meetings and conventions on behalf of Town.

♦ Serves as liason between the Town Council and various public and private agencies and
businesses and the citizens of

----

♦ Represents the Town to a variety of outside organizations including but not limited to
Maine Town and City Management Association, International City Ma.TlagementAssociation,
Maine Municipal Association.

♦ Performs related work as may be required.
Requirements of Work

♦ Thorough

knowledge of municipal management, municipal government programs,
community problems, and decision-making processes.

♦ Thorough knowledge of municipal financial management and accounting procedures,
budgeting and investments.

♦ Thorough

knowledge of state and federal programs and decision~making processes.

♦ Thoro~gb. bt~~iedge
♦ Working

of the principles
of p~rsonnel
administration.
.
.
~

~-o't_Vledgeof purcha~ing principles and practices inclu-ding the bid process.
I

♦ Ability to'&i'mmunicate effectively orally a,nd in writing, including research capability and
•

•

reporting ability._

:

·•

I

•

••••

••

•

♦ Abi1{tii~-~~~~
positive int~~
.

.·

-;e"l~tioL
and
to direct, sup~~i
andmotivate staff.
. !
.
....
~~

·♦ Ability to organize and use time effectively, and to be creative analytical.
i

.

♦ Ability to listen and to accept criticism; must possess conflict resolution skills and public·
relations skills_

Desirable Experienceand Training
- .__._._.-.·..

- ·- · ..

. · --·,...

♦ Consid~~ble ~~1'eriencei~ a res;~~i;i~

~

.p6si-tionof a managerial nature, referabiy local
govemm~nt. A strong background in financial management and accounting, budget preparation
and accountin~, administrative/organizational development, strong human relations skills. A
degree in public administration or related field. An equivalent combination of experience and
training.

http://www.memun.org/municipal._resources/members/personnelissues/jobs/to

.../town_mgr.ht
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Hiring A Manager
Getting the right individual to fill this important local government position requires a
thoughtful approach to the hiring process
Just ,~hat are your needs and the
needs o( your city or town at this
point in its history?
You t1eed co know all this and
more before you write that ad.
"Different situations require different kinds of people/
sa)•S Brian
Rines. Rines should know. Currently
mayor of Gardiner
(pop. 6,782),
ager.
Rine5 ha5 gone through the process
• Houlton replaced its town manof hiring a manager twice during his
ager of many years with a retired Air
Force colonel from nearby Loring Air
tem1re on the city council.
Force Base.
"A town hiring ics first manager
• Gardiner hired a seasoned manwill require a difforeJH sort of person
ager from out of st::ue with a master's
than a town involved in a crisis. like a
degree in public administration
to be
ln,~suit with iu p-olice chief or facing
its next city manager.
bankruptcy," says Rines.
• Vlarren
began grooming
its
As Rines sees it then: are at least
code enforcement
officer to be-its
two ca~egories of m:-.nagers: there -.i.re
the ~mediatoi-s"
and there are 1he
next town manager.
How those town~ \¥ent-abouc hir- _ "gladia.tors". "The mediators are the
ing their managers, who they involved
·people-oriented
and process-orlen ted
in the hiring process,-what they went
rnanaget.s. The gladiators
are the
looking for in a man:)ger, how much . ones yo\l call in to clean 1.1pa mess;
lhey decided to pay them, what they
they c·arry a big stick and usuall>· have
found the market In managers to be,
a s}lott - tenure,"
explains
Rines.
how they conducted
the inte-t"views, -Cardi:rtcrhas had both kinds; each ap•
and what advice thej· ht1ve-to _offer ·1s -.proprlate
to the town's needs at the
the subject of ~his ·;inicle. · ..,._.·:.~•.·;:·... · · .· time.·'·_:·-'..
When C:itdiner w:u faciflg bankWHAT DO WE NEED.AND
ruptcy several years back, it set out to
WAN!?
· - find someone
who .would rescue
You need to hire· a manager.
thc:m; someone with 5trong financinl
'1'hc:rc:fore, the fir~t thing to do is ad•
:skills. When that manager moved ihc
\'Cr't.isefor one. Whoa. Noc so fast. You
town iiuo the black, he moved on to
have ~omc hard work - pe"rl·i"apsthe . another town.
hardest and most important work
The council then set out to find a
the ,,•hole proct:ss - t~ ~9-~efore yo_u .:i:ria~ager "to help us go and grow"
gee to that point..
_ so·meone with •~crong Interpersonal
Just what are you·goioi(ti:i ..put "in::..skilla,~ retails Rines. "We h:i.d :i. new
the ad? What kind of person do"j•ou'_-_,/ex_~~~ti~~.famil)•;-all the de_parcmem
,,-ant? What kind of managemen·t style · heads ~ere ne:w; wr.: were In minsi•
are )'OU looking for? What kind oflion;- and,
such; the situation called
technical skills are you looking for?
for ,1..per~ort with powerful inte,rpcr-

I

n the past year,
• Union hired a town manage·r
from another small town in Maine to
serve as it.Sfirst manager.
• Readfield hired a code enforce,
men t officer/ economic development
director from a neighboring
town to
serve as its first full-time ll:lwn man-

of

·.

~s

By Jo Josephson. Staff Writer

sonal skills,· S?}'S Rines.
When Union ,,·cnt about hiring
it5 first manager, it knew It needed
someone who could sell the idea of
the job to the ci ti2tns. Approval of
the switch to a to,rn manager form of
government
had passed by a margin
of one vote at town meeting.
As former selectman
Christine
Sav,ige explains it, ''We \\'anted some•
one who could sell him or herself to
the to1...-n:someone ,,·ho underStood
small towns; someone who wasn't too
professional; someone \,·ho interacted
well with the peo'ple; someone
the
people could truSL." Interaction
and
trust aside; the t0\1'n also wanted
someone who had experience
with
roads and managing a highwny crew.
"You'~.e got.to ·kno,,• 1,•hat you
want individuall)' and collectively in a
manager 'and ·express h verbally. ·Ifyou do not
in thit self-examination at_ the out,et, chances are yov
will wind tip with a bad fit," says David
Barrett, wh_o_
categonr.es managers either ·as :ja)y?_ge'.9perators" or uneady:>
ns-she-goesi:>per:Hors." Barren should
know. Asassistant director of MMA's
Persont1el Scr\'ices, he has y,:us of experience
in working with tOl\11H to
help them in asse5~ing their needs.
Only_:i.fter yo\l have figured out
what you l'lt:Cd, ~hould you dr:aw up
your advertisement. .-\S Barrett sees it,
"Yo\1r advertisement
i:1 an outnow of
your needs assessment."

engage

WHO DO WE INCLUDE IN THE -

l-llRING PROCESS: A
CONSULTANT?
But suppose rour boa,·d or council can't come to an agreement
on
,~hat It thinks it wants and needs in a
MAINE TOWNSMAN
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manager?
~Then Gnd someone who is to1all)' uninvolved
- a dispassionate
ouuidet - a consultant, if you will, to
help you £oc1,1s on what you want,·
says Barren.
"Those who decide to hlre a consul12nt .ire usually councils or board;
that are already divided on issues and
figmc that having a third party in•
volved in the process will help them
through the process," sars B.1rrctt.
"But reaching
consensus
is not
the only reason towns and cities have
turned to consultants,"
says Barren.
"There l\re those who recognize that
the}' cannot make the necessarr time
commitment co the proces~-"
"The decisiol\ by a board or council to hire a consultant
could be the
hardest decision in the hiring process," says Rines. "There are always
one or two board or council members
who chink they can sa,·e money and
do it themselves,"
he add.!, noting
that in Gardiner there \1·as a clear ma•
joricy in the decision
ro spend the
$3,000 and hire a consult.inc to do the
1~ork.
"Butjust becau5e you hire, a con•

ME. Ml..~ICIPAL
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,ultant,

don't think you can now
coast," sa)'s Barrett. "It's your job to
make the consultant underst.\nd pre•
ci!el)' what you want in a new man•
ager; otherwi$e the candidate will not
match your ad or )'Our needs."
As Rines describes It, the consult~nt helped hij council to usharpcn
out some perspectives
and dull out
others."
The ad thacgr,:\1' out of the assess•
ment attraCled 5i resumes,
with
enoug-h paper to fill two three-ring
binders. The consultant selected out
21 in the first round that he thought
fit our criteria for a new manager, re•
counts Rines. In the end the council
interviewed
four and wotmd up hir•

ing its first female man.,g~r.

WHO DO WE INCLUDE IN THE
HIRING PROCESS: CITIZENS?
Sometimes h·elp is closer at hand.
When Reo\dfield's (pop. 2,149) popular p.\r~-time manager of 14 years gave
60 day's nocic::e that he was moving
on, the town immediately took out an
ad In the local paper, but it wa,11' 1 for
a new manager.
That would come later. The first

ad sought
volunteers
to join a
~citi'z~n·s adYisory committee·
to as,
~iH the fiye selectmen
in ~ht: t;uk of
hiring a ne"· manage(.
U\Ne have a tradition of dtlien ii\put in Re3dfield. There is a willingness of people in this rnwn to voh111tee(; it'~ a 1·e1Tinvo!Yed community:
says board chair Rocko G1;a1.ia110.
Thcl"t were s~ve1·ot re:\sons why
Readfield stuck with that tradition
when it c;ime to hil'ing the manager.
"It was hoping to attract people who
had experiertce
in rhe hiring process," sa)'S Gr;:iziano.
"Equallr as lmpol'l?.nt," he adds,
"it was also hoping to attract people
who had a pcrspeccive on the job the
board itself did noc h-.lve.
"The man.ager interacts
l\,ore
with the community
th;in he or $hi:
does with the board and so it 1,-a$ im•
portant for us to get the community's
read on the interpersonal
skills of the
candidates
for the job," exp\:i.ins
Grazi~o.
As Graziano sees it, th<rdecision
of Readfield 's board of selectmen to
open up the process rn members of
the community also sen, a mcss_age to

rLOWJ
Offe!l(tl}

~Themost Durable1 long Lasting Method of
Pipe Rehabilitation Without Costly Digging
Restore ol~, broken pipe with new PVC fold and form. Maintain structural integrity and full flow
· ·.. ..
_witha mlnimurn
of insta_llationtime. Preserve your municipal budget whiie
you restore yo~r sewer pipes. Calt/wriie for lining color brochure.
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fi\'e top candidates
and interviewed
three. The board then went into executive session al\d made the final
choice.
The full committee
meet over a
period of ~ight to nine hours, with
the chairm:rn of the bo:ird of select•
men doing most of the backgrollnd
ll'ork and scheduling.
Graziano say3 he: would do it this
,,·ay again. It worked. He would not
change a thing.

about the nature
of the
community; and In Readfield's
c:.1se,
the mels:tge was that thete is .t lot of
citixen involvement in the operation
of the: town.
The: ad seeking vollmteers ran for
three days in the local paper at a total
cost of S50. Nine residents
re1pondc:d, including two businessmen,
a road contractor,
and the assistant
assessor. "Although, we realized that a
14-member
board would be a challenge to work with, we accepted
all
nine vohtntec:rs," says Grazi.i.no.
The committee
wa! involved in
~very aspect of the process, save the
:inal decision, which was made in ex~cutlve session by the five selectmen.
\.11 applications - there were 30 -vent directly to the chairman of the
,oard of selectmen,
who developed
rn evaluation
form for use by the
:ommluee members as they r~ced the
·esumes.
·
All resumes were read by all 14 of
he committee
members
during a
hree-hour
session; two of the three
1ours were used for reading
and
·anking; one hour Wa.5 used for dis:ussing. The committee came up with·
3pplicancs

WHO DO WE INCLUDE IN 'J'HE
HIRING PROCESS: AN
.EXPANDED BOARD?
Including
ciLizens is one Ml}' of
broadening
input in the selection
process . .Another way is to expand the
size or the board of sekctmen.
That's
\\'hat Union (pop. 2,026) did when
ther decided to hire their first manager.
~By expanding
the board from
three to five members, we felt we had
a better representation
of the community and as such the taxpayers
would accept the per5on we chose
more readily," recalls formel' bo:i.rd
member' Christine Savage.

(4)022

~lose of the papc:-work associated
\\'ith 1he hiring proces; ,,·as dc::>ne by
the chairman of the boal'd of selcctm en, The chai,·man
was self-cm•
ployc:d and could de\'Ote the time: to
rc,·icw the 60 npptica:us that were ,ec::i"cd. But cquallr as in1port.;.1nt, "he
w.-.s totally
co,1vinccd
Lhc town
needed ti. managu,
and :1s such -he
ran the show," adds S.. \'ag!!,
"If one person on \hC board does
take the }cad," says B~rre<t, "be sure it
is someone ,,·ho is familiar with recruitment
orocesses,
is well respected, and 'real I~·docs ha\·e the time
10 provide the leadership and follo11•through needed."
As board member Jeff Nims, re•
calls, "A co1Hultanl
was out of the
question.
Given the fact ~he town
meeting had established
a salary of
S28,000 for the man3ger, we: wanted
to put all of our mo1Je)' into the position."

HOW DO WE HANDLE THE
lSSUE OF SALARY?
\-','hich brings U$ to the subject

of
salary. "Wh?ot }'OU decicic: to pay your
manag<?r is often a ref1<:cuon of what

Strategy, Solutions.
.

~-

.

t;:. ~-

-:
.. Working
,..

Together

to ~plve

-Tom-arrow's Enffronrnei-1tal
·,:·-Challenges Today.
.

.

Portland I ·1..-800-426..-4262
Bangor I 1..-800~564--2333

WOODARD & CURRAN
ENVIRONMENTAL

Sf.'RVlCES

MA!NCTOWNSMAN Ocrobe;;19~5.
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erage S60,000.
you wane," says Nims.
• Towns ,d th a population
of
None of the town's inlcr\'iewed
10,000 - 14,999 paid managers an avfor this article advertised
the salary
enge $54,000.
they were prepared
to offer. • A com• Towns with a population
of
tnon practice," says Barrett, who gcl'l5,000 - 9,999 paid managers an aver•
erally advist:s towns not to inc;Judc: the
age; S49,000.
salary in the ad.
• Towns with a population
of
"B)' omitting the salary from the
S,500
4,999
paid
managers
an
averad, the bo"rd or council gets more
age 538,000.
candidates to choose from. If you in•
• Towns with a population
of
elude the sa.lary in the ad, some candi2,000 • 3,499 paid managers an aver•
dates may self-select themselves out
age $31,000.
before you have a chance to nc:gotiate
• Towns with a population under
with chem," sa)'S Barren.
2,000 paid managers
an average
But not Including
the salary in
$26,000.
the ad doesn't me"'n you haven't de:•
cided :H the outset what ronge you are
prepared tO offer. Talk about the salWHAT DOES THE JOB ENTAIL?
ary range whet"! yo\l call them for Lhe.
As Readfield's
Graziano sees it
first inte1view. Talk about it agaln at
the hiring process should recognize
rhe end of the Cirst interview. A,k the
"why the last manager left and what
candidates what the)' ,vant; ask. them
the town is trying to do with the new
what they are c;urrcntly earning, sug•
man:igcr."
gcscs Barrett.
With 60 days notice, Readfield de•
Union's Jeff Nims says the town
cide to·takc the departure ofi~popuwas in " difficult position with its sal•
lar part-time manager of 14 years as
ary as it attempted
to hire its first
an opportunity
to create a full-time
manager.
On the one hand Union
position, so the town could embark
knew the salary decided ac town meet•
on some long-range
planning,
$ays
ing would prob'ably only be attractive
Graziano.
to rookie~ se<!:k.ing their firstjob.
The only wa~· Readfield could do
On the other hand, the: posilion
that \vould be ifit grafted the position
was a new one, and as such was on exof manager
of the tranzfer station
pe1"1merH that might attract Yt:teran
onto the pare-time~ manager position
manaier.s, seeking 11. challenge,
says
and come up with o staning 5alary of
Sav:igc. The ad said ns much.
$25,000. It was a position that already
~wewere afraid we might not get lncluqcd chejob of treasurer and tax
any takers if we ;ppt t_hesalary in the
collector ... · . _:. i
...ad," recoun tS Savage, who says _if she
.. If Re;dficld's lfst of hau ,,..orn by
were to do it agai_r_i,~he would include
its manager :1.:omes as ~ surprise; it
it.
..
.
shouldn't. The TO'r\TNSMAN recently
"We had a number of well _qualideivcd into MMA's database and dis•
fied applicants _wJ1_2
,~u-~~-d. do,,..n the . covered -~~-~tlhc ..191 n,unlcipal man•
jo_b b~.cause of the salary,:..:n~~~s __
,,··ager!-curre,r.i_tly.:employed.in
Maine
N1!11S·But we tried to ma_~e_JC·up _to· . wear numerous ha~, espectally those
chose who didn't ·by"offering three
in the smaller towns:
weeks v.acation. lt doesn't cosc the
In addition
to ·5erving_as mantown an)'thing and the mar,ager ap•
ager, many also sen•e as clerk, tax col•
prcd.ites
it. We also offered family
lector, trcarnrer,
welfare director,
coverage on the health insurance,M reand road commissiohc::r, not to menpons Nims.
tion the few who also wear the hat.I' of
1-low do you decide how much to
code enforcement officer, registrar of
offer? For a Starter, moH towns look
voters and CD director.
to 5ee what other towns are paying
The datab.ue
revealed that ap•
their managers. Such information
is
proximately 70 percent of the of the
contained
in MMA's annual Salory
man.\gen also served u tax collector
Surv6)',
and trcnsuret, But of those 70 percent
According to the 1991_Su_rvey:_.
approximately
50 percent are aided
• Towns wit~"ay~P.~~~:fi§n~:of.,.: by deputy tax collectors and treasw•
. 23,000 or more paid·mai'l°il~~Ef.~j).'av.' ers. Which Is ro say that about half of
erage $77,000,
· ,,,.,.,· ·
them do not have deputies.
• Towns with a popuht.tion of
h also fovnd th:lt apptoximately
1.5,000 • 24,999 paid managers an nv40 pe:rcent of the managers
also
0

•

8
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setved as the clerk. But of tho~c 4
percent, approximately
60 pcrcen
had deputy clerks; which is to say ap
proximate!)' 40 percent did not hav,
dcpllt>" clc:rks.
It also found that approximate\;
50 percent
of the manngc;r.s alsc
served :\S ,~clfare director anc:! 48 per•
cent sen•ed as che ro;id commissioner.
One argumen~ used by those in
Union and other to\vlls seeking to
s\~itch to a town manager form of government 'is that the manager will save
the town money. In Union the .irgtimenc was that the manager
would
s:we riie town money when it came to
general nuistance because he or she
could attend GA. work.shops to keep
up IVith the rule~ and regulations and
thu~ better keep a rein on GA.
Welfare directo'I" aside, does the
job of mM:ager include managfog nll
of the personnel in the town office? If
it doesn'tif the clerk:, tax collector
and treasurer are elected - it could
be a problem in hiring a manager,
i;ays Savage.
"Union lost a prospective
man•
ager because all of the positions in
the town office were dec:ted; the c:in•
didate feli. they could not operate effective!)' unless they could manage all
of the petsonnel," recounts Savage.
And she adds: "This is a particular
problem for towns $\vitching to the
town manager form of government after )'Cars cf electing clerks and trelsurers and tax collectors
who never
served. under a manager.
I

I

WHAT'S THE MARKET FOR

MANAGERS? ·.. .· . ._ . . .. .
.Ri.Ji.essnrs the· rn~rk.e.t;._fo_r;:JTl~_n.ici_-·
:.
pa i ·.mfoag,e
r.s · t(··<;h
.i.n.gii'lg swiftly.
Compared
10· the 'former
search he
was involved in, tod2y there are many
more optiom to choose from.
"The \vorld It far richer in terms
of uppi(cants; people arc coming in
from the wider wortd," says Rines, advising elected officials "to keep their
options open and wide during their
search."
Rines notes that many of the applicants come from the military which
is 3.lso do1mslzing ~nd that many of
them ate officers \Vith ma5ter's degrees in government
and public administration .
He also note$ the ri5c of women
in the S>'$tem, adding that there were
two or thr"ce women among- the top
ten candidates in the rccent hiring in

08~06/2002
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Gudiner. As noted above, th~ CO\\ncil
hired one of th<!m: :i 1,oman 1d10 had
c\ master's
dc::grce in 1H1blic .idministration and had served :u a m:inagc::r
in lh1·c\! states prior to applying
for
the job in Gardin er.
11.irrett s:1ys he is seeing
a lot
mon: applicants coming from the private sector due to the clo1,·11sizing/
rig-lnsizi11g tha{ is going- 011 in th~ corpor.1te 1,·orld. At die si\me time, there
are m:in~· fewer managers
from the
public sector mo\'ing around. As a result, he guesstimates
chat hnlf the ap•
plica1\ls for m11nicipnl management
positions
:ire 110w coming from the
pril'at,:

s.:ctor.

"J1<st because
11111nicipnlit)'
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the)' ne\·er
bi:fo1·c doe·sn't

rnn a
me.111

thev cln't," s:\\'s Ba,·,·ct1.. R.ither tha,~
loo'i.:. at ,,·hat ;ec.to( they worked in,
Barrett c\dvises muriicipiilities
to loc;,k
at their manage,11erH ~tylc nnd ask: "ls
their st~·le of m;ddng decisions compatibk with the way the tOll'll has and
\,·11nti lo conduct its busi1,css~"
Houlton, is one of lhc towns that
hired :1 former militnry ofncer . .l11fact
two of their top applic:1n ts h::id extc::nsive military cxpel'ic:nct,
accon;ling to

councilo1·

1'·1ikc ~lcl:111ghlin. "They
1d1cn 1hq 1 retire: :11,d
the}· h;\\'c a good pe1\sion and thcrt'•
fore theii- demand:;
for s:il:,rr are
less." noces MrL:1t1ghlin.
The rnnn
they chC>Sehad been the comr11;1n.ding
officn nt ncnrby Loring Air Force
Base. "That's
the s:1n1t· as being a
n1 i\ 11 a 8'l! I' j n :\ ll l ;1j O l' Cl l y, n !IO t CS
McL:iu~hlin.
Equ.1lly
as in1ponnnt
to the
Hot1lto11 councilors w;is the fact "that
the milic~ry candid.ite
had Hrong
p11blic relations skill$; something nut
comm on among
mi Ii rn1·y peor I c;
somed,,,,g
f;-{oulcon needs btldlr." s::iys
i\·/cLnughlin.
"The issues no\\· demnnd il. Citizens .ire invo!l·ed
11O1r more
thnn
ever. lf we :ire forced co C\ll sc::rdccs,
1,•e will need c\ person who is able to
explain why," S::l)'S 1·1cLaughlin.
Also imponn,,t
wo1s Lhe fact dull
the c<111did:1Le11•;,s retiring
and \\'as
commlued
to the com111t1niq·. The
town had wanttd a long-Lenn commit•
ment from their candidate. The town

\\'Olild

1,·2rn to lllO\'l' 011.

.ir<:! still young

\1'llS tlOt

what

Offering

ll }Ol of mone)'

for

wanted.
Younger
people
,,·outd be attracced
to it, but they
il

LOOKING IN-HOUSE
Somclimi:s the person yo11 want is
right thc:,·c:: 1,orking
thr.: town of•
fice. Th:ll wns the- ca.st>last yt:;ir when
,1·ar1·e11·, (pop . .$,'.!53) m,rnage,.
Chl'isLi11c S,wagl", h,win~ been electt.:d
to the H,llc liol1se of Rcpr~~ent:iti\'t:s
nftcr many yr:ar5 in 111u11icip;1Igovern•
mc:11t. decided
to retire. Bi1t before
she did, she s~1gge;u:c! anct the board
selccLcd her successor: the town's currem cock cnforce1nent officer.
:\s Sarnge s;o.wit, he ll';\5 ·manage•
n;ent m:iler•i .. J.r He hJd le:irned his
currentjoh
1~>:tn:mel:· ,,,...,11011 the joh
;111ctl!guallr important, he interncLecl
excrcmelr 1,·eJI with peopk.
"Th~t kind of skill 1,·itll pcoplt.: i~
something
you don't kan1: but it is
sometliing
th~c j; vcr}' import.lnl
,,·t,en it comes to m.111:iging ii smnll
to,,·1, like W.i1·r\!n, 1d1ere theY have a
history of ch:rnging
m,,tJ;'lg,cn like·
socks," s:ir,Sa\'.ige. S.11'i'lgc:has scn·cd
ns n1:inager fol' four ycnrs, longer
than any of her predecessors.
The CEO is curren~ly serving:\$
both CEO nlld nssiscant
town man-

,n
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ager, while Sa\'age trains him. At no
2dditional cost, acwally, at a savings
10 the town, notes Savage.
Savage says that hiring from the
inside is not without its problems. Mlf
)"OU need
some fresh ide:.s; if you
need someone who is not curying a
lot of political baggage, you should
steer away froni insiders," says S:w:ige.

INTERVIEWS

& BACKGROUND

CHECKS
"Interviewing
is much more than
fact finding," says MMA's Director of
Personnel
Services Michael
Wing;
"it's where the personality
shows."
And adds Wing, wit. takes a skilled interviewer to get beyond the glib candidate."
If Wing had any :idvice on conducting an interview, it is: wDon't be
afraid to follow your instincts. Don't
be afraid to probe and press the issues. Ask h:nd questions. If you al"e
concerned
about an issue, press 1he
candidate until
are s,nisfied."
Instincts
aside, Wing also ,totes
that wyou often hire who you are and
cautions elected officials to be aw.tre
of their own· bi:iscs.
And he s~ys, that while it is imporran t to ask questions
that help the
c:i.ndidate "~ell themselves", il is nlso
imponiln t to take contl"Ol of the in cer,·ieh•. ~Let the c.indidatc:- talk, but if
they go on mo long, stop th~m and go
10 your next question,·
says Wing,
who advises that the optimum
time
for an intervlew i~ abou1 one ho1,1_;-.JnsLinc1s, bi,1ses and control.
\Vh:n abo1.1t the setting of the inter,·ie1,·?Differenc settings lead to different kinds of interchanges,
says l\·JMA's
Barrett. lntimida1ing settings are not
¢'>nduch·e to discussions;
he notes,
:adding that the style !n which you
conduct rour intervle1v will tell a lot
about your municipality.
"A5 ·yo\1 get clo3e to the hiring decision, rem cm ber you are not the only
one doing the imen-iewfng;
you are
being interviewed as well," says Wing.
As rneh, the board or council needs
to put its be$t foot forward.
~If board members interrupt each
other or make snide remarks, or show
diiinterest
in the process, the candidates will get a plccul"e of the town
that may make them tutn down the
job." says Wing.
As Wing sees It, "The pr-occs.s b)'
which you select your manager tests
or prefigures
the working relation-

you
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ship between the elected offld:1!$ and
the manager.~
As to the questions themselve,,
Wing says, "If you've done y_our work
up front, determining
what you and
)'Our municipality need, the interview
process should be e:\.S)', because lhat
is where you get to tailor the: questions to your needs."
If you want a manager
thnt obtains and administers
c:conomic development
grants or- negotiMes with
organi:ted labor, a3k what their experience is in these are:is.
If you want a rrnrn:iger that h11s
strong incei·personaJ
skills, ask them
''situational-type"
questions. For c:-;ample, if you havr. a bo~rcl member
that tends to micromanage,
ask them
how they would handle that member,
"Not only will their answer tell
yol1 a lot tibout rheir interpersonal
skills, it will also tell you how they
view the relationship
bet,veen cdected
officials ,.,,d the manager," says Wing.
LaH but not lease, .'ldvis~s Wing,
allow time for the candida res to ask
their own questions;
Hress that tbc
process is a ~wo-way one. "And, he
adds, be sure to gt!t the candidates to
summarize
their own strengths
and
,ve;tknesses. Ask: ',,\'hy shovfd we hire
you? What areas do you think )'0\1
need to suengthen?
There is no one Wei)" ofconductlng
the interview. In Readfield each mem-

bcr of the com,11ittee de'lelopi:d the
own set of queHions co 11sk 1he cane
dntes. In Houllon, the chair of tl:
couneil ,,·a, designated
to ask th
main q1.1e.1cion~that h~d been dcve
oped by the consultant.
All agree
that to be fair, the same questior
should be :iskcd of each candidnte.

SUMMARY
• Know wha1 you want before yo
go shopping for n manager.
• If )'Ou need help ln figuring ot·
what }'Ou 1,nnt in a manager,
get i·
But just bec;i\tse you hire a consul!
ant, don't e:-:pect to coast,
• Decide ·on the salary before
hand, but do not necessarily includ
it in lhe advertisement.
Refer 1,
M?v!A's Annual Salary Survey in deter
miningwh~tyou
\\lil-1 offer,
• Expect 10 receive at lenst hal
your applicant. from the private sc:c
tor and expect th,lt at least half of n_J
the applicants ,-ill not be contender•
for chejob.
• Expect the process to taken·
least two monthSi more realisticall)
figure three months. But don't let tht
process take too long.
• As you get close lO the hirin:;
decision, remeniber you are being in~erviewed as 1\'ell. Your proci;?ss tells n
lot about Your community
:\nd lhc::
mannger's·
foture \\'0rking n:!:lllon.
ship with your tlected officials. lmII

RESOURCES

• Pamphlec,; available fr<;in1·dieInternation11l Cit)' M:in.agem,;nr Association Distribution Center, PO Box 2011, Annapolis Junction, Maryl:ind. 20701. l·S00-7458780:
'
"Recruitment Guidelines for Se1':cting 11 Local Covemment Adminlstrawr." S9
pages. $10.95
"Employment Agreements for Man:;,.gers: C1.1idelines for Local Government
Managers." 32 pages. Sl0.95.
• Town Manager Plan. MMA Legal Packet. This 22-p3ge pack<:t explores how to
go about :i.doptill(:"the town manager form of government. le also looks lit the hiring_
of an administratil'e assistant. Contact MMA's Leg-al Servicc-i Department. Free:.
• Evaluating the Chief Administrator. M~L<I.
Personnel Packet. A mlni-handbo?k
prep~red by the lncernatlonal City Management Associat.ion. Con t;iins the prmciples llnd mechanics of Cl'aluation as well :u sample work.sheeu for r~tlng performance, Contact MMA's Penonnel Services DepartmenL Free.
• MMA Personnel Senofc~s Oepartmt:nt: Executive Rccniitmen~ Service. Provides assistance to communities In identifying what the community cOl'lsideri to be
Important skills and cbilitic:s in a new manager, Al.so includes assistance in resume
review, interviews and background i1westigatlon. Fee-based se1vice,
,
• "Ex.-Mlllt.aty Manage~•. MAlNE. TOWNSMAN,Jul)' 199-¼.Article looks at th1$
new pool of candidates for the posi1ion of municipal manager. Three-<Juaw::r$ of
those applying for 1he new position in Union \l'cre ex-mllii.aiypersonnel.
• "Wornr:n Managers·, MAINE TOWNSMAN.July I99·¼.The number of women
in municipal management positions in Maine has increased ~9 percent in the past
1en year$, Artkklook.s at where they are in M3\ne and the dllferent rou\,:s they have
taken to get to the job.
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Maine Municipal
Association
60 COMMUNliY DRIVE
AUGUSTA, JIAAINE04330-9486

(207) 623-8428
www.memun.org

August 6, 2002

Jeffi;ey Porter, Chairman, Town Council
·Members of the Town Council
Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland Center, ME 04021

Dear Chairman Porter and Members of the Town Council:
At the request of Assistant_.Tov.rnManager Carla Nixon, we are pleased to submit the
enclos_edmaterials as Maine Municipal Association's proposal to assist the Town Council of
Cumberland with their selection of_a Town Manager.
The Maine Municipal Association. over the last several years, has assisted dozens of Maine
communities with the selection of their City and Town Managers. Some
the communities to
which we have recently provided this service include: Rockport, Caribou, KV COG Executive
Director, Bethel, Houlton, Old Town, Clinton, Wilton, Wi~casset, Bristol, Manchester, Camden,
and Sanford.

of

We look forward to working with the Town of CumberlancLi.n their search for a Town
Manager.
I.

Sincerely,

~r?L.-~---~--cecile ~~mpson
Human Resource Specialist
Enclosure
cc: David A. Barrett, Manager of Personnel Services and Labor Relations
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MAINE MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION
PROPOSAL
EXECUTIVE SEARCH/TOWN MANAGER
Town of Cumberland
The Maine Municipal Association Is pleased to submit the following proposal designed to
provide professional assistance to the Town of Cumberland In the search and selection of a
new Town Manager.

Step One - Needs Assessment
The Manager of Personnel Services and Labor Relations (MMA) wilt meet with the Town
Council to conduct a needs assessment pertaining to the Town government and the -Town
Manager position and report results of this meeting back to the Town Council in writing. The
purpose of this meeting will be to obtain a consensus of the Town Council's priorities regarding
the qualificatlons, skills, and experience to be looked for in potential candidates. This
information is central to the selection process and is used in narrowing down the field of
candidates.

-

Ste_pTwo - Recruitment
The Manager of Personnel Services and Labor Relations (MMA) will discuss with the
Town any recruitment activities the Town may want to undertake. It Is understood that the
MMA cannot be held responsible for those activities initiated prior to MMA's involvement.

Step Three - Rating Document
The Manager of Personnel Services and Labor Relations (MMA) will develop a rating
document for use In the review of resumes based on the Town Council's priorities as identified
in the needs. assessment meeting.

Step Four - Resume Review - MMA
Immediately following the application deadline, the Manager of Personnel Services and
Labor Relations (MMA) will conduct an initial review of resumes utilizing the rating document.
All resumes will be presented for the Town Council's review. However, the Manager of
Personnel Services and Labor Relations (MMA) will have identified the strongest resumes
based 011 the Town Council's priorities. This will allow the iown Council to concentrate their
efforts on the top group of candidates.

Step Five - Resume Review - Town Council
The Manager of Personnel Services and Labor Relations (MMA) will be present at the
Town Council's Resume Review Meeting. He will be available to answer questions regarding
the Maine Municipal Association's resume review activity and Will instruct the Town Council in
the use of the rating document. It Is suggested that the Town Councll utlllze the rating
document in reviewing those individuals Identified as strong candidates. The remaining
resumes will then be reviewed in a more infonnal manner by Town Council members. A
decision will then be made regarding who will be intervlewed. The Manager of Personnel
Services and Labor Relations (MMA) will participate in the discussion of the candidates
providing his perspective on how Individual candidates appear to match the Town Council's
criteria.
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Executive Search Proposal
Page 2

Step Six

~

Interviews

The Manager of Personnel Services and Labor Relations (MMA) will develop an
interview structure and rating document for use during the Interview sessions. He will also be
present during the interviewing of the finalists. His function will be to provide a briefing for the
Interview panel on the interview structure, to be available for questions regarding the structure,
and to assist as a non-voting coordinator. He will again participate in the Town Council's
discussion and deliberation as the Town Council identrfies its finalist for the position of Town
Manager.

step Seven - Backgrgynd
After the interviews, the Manager of Personnel Services and Labor Relations (MMA) will
conduct a telephone checking of references and employment history of the finalist and report
findings back to the Town Council. The emphasis will be on confirming or denying information
already obtained through the selection process. To insure uniformity and control of this
extremely sensitive stage of the selection process, the Manager of Personnel Services and
Labor Relations (MMA) will be the only individual Included in this process. or will coordinate the
Involvement of other individuals.
Step Eight - Second Interview
The Manager of Personnel Services and Labor Relations (MMA) will provide guidance
regarding the content of the second Interview and will advise concerning procedures for the
actual hiring decision. Assistance will also be provided concerning press relations,
confidentiality, and other details of the selection process.
Costs

The fee for Maine Munlcipal Association's services for the Executive Search for a Town
Manager for Cumberland Is 4,100 dollars ($4,100.00). This fee includes all MMA staff services, :
1
mileage, meals, lodging, postage, phone charges, and photocopying. The fe e does not Include '
advertising or any candidate expenses th~t the Town might incur. The $4,100 dollar fee
includes up five meetings and background checks on up to two finalists, after which the Town :
will be billed for time and expenses.

to

CORRESPONDENCE

~
SOLID

WASTE TO R.W.S.

2001

2002

1997

1998

1999

2000

January

211.07

207.21

204.61

192.30

191.10

184.53

February

163.98

170.02

152.55

163.73

167.36

171.20

March

175.61

180.66

164.92

187.13

188.09

193.05

April

211.90

219.91

233.12*

179.17

190.87

181.92

May

331.97*

348.27*

175.02

217.70*

277.75*

304.98*

June

228.57

222.30

201.01

229.98

222.10

229.93

July

248.17

259.46

223.52

224.88

212.91

223.73

August

244.76

175.55

194.03

251.36

267.61

September

217.00

247.89

245.27

229.28

225.17

October

277.72*

260.72*

273.00*

270.87*

267.31*

November

240.28

185.99

197.09

209.37

236.55

December

225.56

214.89

208.16

230.40

195.88

2,776.59

2,439.79

2,512.44

YEAR
MONTH

Total

NOTE: All

* Bulky

Measurements

Waste

Pick-up

in
week

tons
included

2,641.46

2,681.86

MAINE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICT #51
CUMBERLAND/NORTH

YARMOUTH·

P. 0. Box 6A

357 Tuttle Rd.
Cumberland Center, ME 04021

Web site: www.msad51.org - Phone: 829-4800
Board of Directors

Agenda
Thursday

6:00 PM

August 8, 2002

Superintendent's Office
Conference Room

1. Call To Order - by MSAD #51 Board of Directors Vice-Chair, John Aromando
2. Items for Action

a) Executive Session for the purpose of interviewing.
3. Adjourn Meeting __

PM

August 8, 2002 BOD Executive Session Agenda

MSAD #51 Mission
The mission of MSAD #51 is to guide all students as they acquire enthusiasm for learning, assume responsibility
for their education, achieve academic excellence, and discover and attain their personal bests.
To accomplish this mission, the MSAD #51 community will collaborate to:
• Use effective instructional practices and provide professional development to assure that all students meet
or exceed the District's benchmarks and outcomes;
• Ensure a safe and respectful environment where all feel a sense of belonging; and
• Promote parental participation as fundamental to each student's success.
Board Goals tor 2001-2002
• Support the District's work in curriculum, assessment, instruction and professional
development through:
• Promoting educational programming based on student learning needs;
• Measuring the District's progress towards achieving our mission by 2003, including
progress toward the certification that all students meet the State's Learning Results; and
• Effectively communicating the results of our District's work.
• Execute the Resolution on Facilities Planning by ensuring the timely completion of the
Charges made to the Building Committees to construct a new middle school and renovate Greely Junior
High School into high school space, and support measures to relieve constraints due to conditions created
by our current facilities.
• Promote sound resource management through:
• Measuring progress towards structuring the school day and year to maximize student
achievement;
• Budgeting three-year resource needs;
• Effectively communicating to the public the District's resource needs.
MSAD #51 Board of Directors
John Aromando, Vice Chair

829-6861
829-5713

jaromando@pierceatwood.com

657-2373
781-2234

PHFraw@aol.com

Audrey Lones
Henry Kennedy

829-4171

audrey@alum.mit.edu

829-6979

hrk@kieve.org

Jim Moulton

657-3803

Bob Vail

829-5393

Peter Bingham
Polly Haight Frawley
Betts Gorsky

pbingham@acornearth.com
bjgorsky@hotmail.com

August 8, 2002 BOD Executive Session Agenda
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Jen sen Baird
Gardner &Henry
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

TEN FREE STREET
P.O. BOX 4510
PORTLAND, MAINE 04112
(207) 775-7271

www.jbgh.com

Deborah M. Mann
e-mail: dmann@jbgh.com

TELEPHONE #(207) 775-7271
TELECOPIER #(207) 775- 7935

July 26, 2002
Robert Benson, Town Manager
Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021

Donna Damon
c/o Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021

James Phipps
Preti Flaherty Beliveau & Pachios
One City Center
PO Box 9546
Portland, ME 04112-9546

John Lambert
Lambert Coffin Rudman & Hochman
4 77 Congress Street
PO Box 15215
Portland, ME 04112-5215

Stephen Moriarty
Norman Hanson & DeTroy LLC
415 Congress Street
PO Box 4600
Portland, ME 04112-4600
Re:

Blanchard v. State of Maine Department of Transportation
Law Docket #CUM-01-353

Dear Bob, Jim, Steve, Donna and John:
Enclosed is a copy of Judge Clifford's denial of Plaintiffs' Motion for Reconsideration.
The case will now proceed to the State Claims Commission for a determination whether the
compensation paid to Ms. Blanchard was fair under the circumstances.
Very truly yours,

DMM/ph

~ Celebrating Our 5()th Year~

STATE OF MAINE

•
Docket No. Cum-01-353
Decision No. 2002 i\1E 96

SUPREi\1E JUDICIAL COURT
Sitting as the Law Court

NANCY BLANCHARD
-.

ORDER

V.

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION et al.

Upon motion of the plaintiff for reconsideration, it is ORDERED that the
motion be, and hereby is, DENIED.

JUL2 4 2002

Dated: July 23, 2002

Supreme
--~dlclat
Court

For the Court,

\

'Robert W. Clifford, Associ

Cumberland Fire Department
366 Tuttle Road, Cumberland Center, Maine 04021
Emergency 9-1-1

•

Business 829-5421

•

Fax 829-4256

•

E-mail dsmall@cumberlandmaine.com

Daniel R. Small
CHIEF

Memorandum
To: Bob Benson
From: Dan Small
Re: MSAD #51 escorts
Date: July 25, 2002

To follow up on our conversation earlier this month, I would like to have an opportunity
to speak with the Town Council regarding the fire department's involvement with
conducting MSAD #51 escorts. Recently there have been a few residents who have
complained about the noise caused by the escorts for state championship teams.
For decades the fire department has conducted these escorts at all times of day and night.
The mind set has always been to celebrate the accomplishments immediately upon their
return to town. I can recall one escort, which occurred around two o'clock in the
morning, when the girls swim team returned home as state champions from Orono. No
matter what time of day we always see citizens standing at the end of their driveways
clapping and congratulating the team.
Unfortunately, however, the few neighbors who have complained of the escorts have
placed the fire department in a negative light. It is for this reason that I would like the
Town Councils support of these opportunities to recognize those people of this town who
have made significant accomplishments. These accomplishments have not been limited
to athletic teams, as we have escorted academic teams and a State of Maine teacher of the
year.
As Chiefl want to make sure that the department is operating within yours and the Town
Council's expectations. I support the fire depa1iment's involvement with these escorts
and I hope that this proud tradition can continue for decades to come.

Jen sen Baird
Gardner &Henry
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

TEN FREE STREET
P.O. BOX 4510
PORTLAND, MAINE 04112
(207) 775-7271

www.jbgh.com
TELEPHONE #(207) 775- 7271

Deborah M. Mann
e-mail: dmann@jbgh.com

TELECOPIER #(207) 775-7935

August 2, 2002
Stephen Moriarty
Norman Hanson & DeTroy LLC
415 Congress Street
PO Box 4600
Portland, ME 04112-4600
Re:

!AUG5 2002

Blanchard v. State of Maine
Docket No. CV-99-599

Dear Steve:
You had asked us to provide an overview of the procedure that Ms. Blanchard will be
using to contest MDOT's valuation of her property. Her appeal is to the State Claims
Commission, which is charged with the task of determining whether the compensation made to
her by MDOT was at fair market value.
The State Claims Commission is comprised of 5 members: 2 appraisers, 2 attorneys (one
of whom is named as the Chair) and one commissioner of the county in which the property is
located. The Chair is selected by the Executive Director and he generally selects the other
members of the commission. The County Commissioner member is chosen based upon the
recommendation of the Chair.
No discovery is provided for as a part of the State Claims proceeding. DOT is protected
by statute from being forced to reveal its appraisal before the hearing. On occasion, DOT has
agrtt:d v0lunta1ily to provide its appraisal, but Oiily if the other c;ide agre~s to provide its
appraisal as part of an exchange.
The Commissioners usually provide for a prehearing conference to define the issues,
detennine the number of witnesses, the likely duration of the hearing, and to propose potential
dates. It is not uncommon for the Commissioners to conduct a site walk at or near the time of
the prehearing conference.
The hearing takes place at the County Courthouse. The rules of evidence do not apply,
but all witnesses are sworn in. A court reporter is retained by the Commissioners, but the
hea1ing is not generally transcribed. DOT proceeds with its witnesses first, who may include (1)
a surveyor to effectively walk the Commissioners through the site; (2) the DOT lawyer to

~ Celebrating Our

5()th

Year~

/

/
Jensen Baird
Gardner&Henry

August 2, 2002
Page 2

provide factual background regarding the condition of the property and its legal description; and
(3) the appraiser(s). The opposing party then cross examines and, at the conclusion of DOT's
case, calls its own witnesses. The Commissioners may give the participants some input into
whether they would prefer to make closing statements or file post hearing briefs. In our
experience, getting the decision takes a couple of months.
Hopefully, it will not come to this, but you should be aware that there is a right of appeal
to the Superior Court from the State Claims Commission decision. The proceeding before the
Superior Court is more like a new action than an administrative appeal, because it is initiated by
the filing of a complaint, there is the right to a trial by jury and the Superior Court rules de novo.
And, of course, the right to appeal to the Law Court from the Superior Court exists as well.
When you have had the opportunity to consider this information, let us know what role
you would like us to play in this process.
Very truly yours,

-~•na1-¼
~hM.Mann
DMM/ph
Cc:
Kenneth M. Cole

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Bob Benson

FROM:

Steve Moriarty

DATE:

August 2, 2002

RE:

Follow-Up on July 31 Workshop with Stone Wharf Committee

While July 31 st meeting is fresh in my mind, I thought I would list off a number of
items that will need some attention in follow-up.
First, given the new problems with disposing of the dredge material, we need to
seriously explore the pros and cons of placing the material at an appropriate site on the
island. As you know, Steve DutTell felt that the Town owned property near Division
Point that we viewed on the bus tour would be an ideal location. He indicated that the
only concern would be to build a retaining wall or berm to contain the n:iaterial.
However, in light of the fact that Chebeague has a sole source aquifer, we will need to
examine the issue more closely with respect to possible ground water contamination.
I suggest that we contact Pete Maher and/or Carol White to raise these issues with
them and receive their input. Even thought the dredge materials tested fine nine years
ago, we would have no choice but to retest if we are to consider depositing the materials
on the island. Any other thoughts that Carol or Pete may have would be appreciated.

If depositing the materials on the island does not appear to be feasible, the next
best alternative would be to barge the contents to the disposal site in the Rockland area.

As Steve explained, we can avoid the expensive DEP testing with this alternative,
although we obviously incur substantial transportation costs. We should get a figure
from Steve on the estimated cost of this disposal method.
Steve expressed a willingness to provide us with some rough information on the
cost of a partial filling in of the cove with a retention wall, together with construction of a
new parking area above the filled portion. He also said that he could give us some
information on the cost of a pile supported structure built over the cove, without actually
depositing any fill. Adam should follow up with Steve to get this information.
When we inspected the wharf, we looked at the additional float recently installed
directly off the left hand corner at the far end of the wharf. I think we should also explore
the logistics and costs of installing a similar float or float off the right hand corner in
order to provide extra tie-up space in the summer without having to incur the costs of a
breakwater, etc. I know there are some problems concerning shallowness of the water,
but I doubt that this would be a significant problem for the smaller boats'. Could Adam or
Ted Curtis check into this?
I understand that the survey of the road is still underway, and that the survey will
include the boundaries of the golf course property located between the Kendall property
and the Stone Wharf. Please let me know when we expect the survey to be complete, at
least with respect to the golf course property. I will make a point of calling Mal Rice to
find out more information about the annual meeting of the golf club. Because the club
membership meets only once a year, it would be highly desirable if we could present
them with the survey information showing the exact location and the size of the property

in question. Also, if Adam has any thoughts about the costs of removing the topsoil and
providing for short-term parking, this would be helpful. Finally, we could use whatever
thoughts he may have concerning the capacity of the parcel, particularly with regard to
shoreland zoning setback requirements and anything else that might otherwise restrict
capacity.
I understand you will give some thought to a potential new wharf at Sunset
Landing, including whatever preliminary analyses that may be necessary to explore the
feasibility and cost. Perhaps you could check with the CTC boat captains to explore the
logistical difficulties in landing at that area, given the exposure. Steve Durrell had some
thoughts concerning the cost of a drive-on transfer bridge, but if we were to think in
terms of a passenger wharf without drive-on/drive-off capability, the price would
certainly be substantially less. Harland is interested in this alternative, and other
councilors may be as well. We need to get gismuch precise information as possible as to
what it would cost to build a new wharf at Sunset together the with an access road and
parking space on the property.
I do not think it is necessary to invest any time or money in exploring a possible
roll on/ roll off facility at Division Point. We would need a corresponding facility on the
Cousins Island side, and I do not foresee any possibility of any such facility ever being
constructed at the Blanchard lot location. As a result, I would not explore this possibility
further at this time.
Finally, perhaps Carla could be asked to get in touch with Falmouth to find out
more information about their fee structure at the Falmouth town landing, to include the

cost of personnel hired to enforce the regulations and collect the fees. I am interested in
knowing how much additional revenue is generated for the town after the personnel costs
are covered.
Hopefully I haven't left anything out, but feel free to "add to the list" based upon
your memory of the issues raised.
cc:

Cumberland Town Council
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King: Deficit
couldbring
higher taxes
• \1/hile most lawmakers
say it is far too early to
speculate, others agree that
the scenario is realistic.
By PAUL CARRIER

Stajf Wliter

STATEHOUSE '02
If the budget
deficit gets
close to $1
billion, Gov.
Angus King
said Tuesday,
raising taxes
"has to be on
tl1e table."

AUGUSTA- If the hole in the
next state budget approaches$1 billion, as some experts are predicting,
the new governorand the next Legislature will have to consider raising INSIDE
taxes .next spring to help fill the gap,
outgomg Gov. Angus King said
Gov. King defends spendingmillions
Tue!iday.
on laptop computersforschools. 1B
Most state lawmakerssaid it is too
soon to be talkingabout tax increases. And the four gubernatorialcandidates said they would first look at ctment budget cycle, which ends
spending cuts, though Jonathan June 30of nextyear.
King has made _somebudget cuts
Carter, the Green Independentcandidate; concededthat a tax increase· to shrink the current deficitand the
Legislature is expected to meet in
may be needed.
The issue emergedlast weekwhen special session later this year to fill
a budget expert toldthe Legislature's the rest of the hole.But Kingwas not
AppropriationsCommittee that the refening to the current problem
projected shortfallin the state's next · when he raised the issue of tax
two-yearbudgetcouldhit $850million
PleaseseeDEFICIT
to $950 million.That's on top of a
shortfallof$180millionor morein the
Back page this section

increases at a State House news conferenceTuesday.
Instead, King suggested that the
governorand lawmakerswho will be
elected three months from now may
have to consider raising taxes, at
least temporarily, during the next
regular legislative session in 2003.
That's when the Legislature will
approve a new two-year budget for
the cycle starting July 1, 2003- the
cycle in which the deficit could top
$850 million, and possibly even
approach$1 billion.
If the projectedgap between revenues and spendinginches close to $1
billion in the next biennium, that
wouldcreate major problems for the
incoming governor and Legislature
because state governmenthas a twoyear budgetof$5.3billion.
An $850millionhole would represent 16 percent of the budget, and a
$950million deficit would leave the
budget 18 percent short of the mark.
Ariything bigger and the shortfall
would approach 20 percent, or onefifth, of the entire General Fund
budgel
If the deficitgets that big, Kingsaid
Tuesday,raising taxes "has to be on
the table" next year because the
state wouldneed more money to balance the books. "I think it's somethingpeoplewill haveto talk about"if
the prognosis gets that bad, King
said
King,anindependent who cannot
seek re-electionthis year because of
tenn limits,did not actuallyproposea
tax increaseTuesday.He did not say
whichtax the Legislatureshould consider raising next year, or how large
such an increaseshouldbe.
l
King noted that the next Legislature will not adopt a budget for the
next bienniwnuntil next spring, so it
is early to speculate about just how
large the deficitwill be, or what state
· governmentwill have to do to cope
with it. Still, legislative leaders and
gubernatorialcandidates were quick
to react to King'scomments.
All four candidates for governor
said they want to cut spending.
U.S.Rep. John Baldacc~the Democrat in the race, favor;:,overhauling

Maine's tax code, but not raising
taxes.
"Maine people cannot take any
more taxes," said Donna Gonnley,
his campaign spokeswoman.."We
need to lookat how we are spending
our money;we need to lookat how
governmentis functioning."
She said Baldacci will meet with
King later this month and is eager to
hear the governor'sthoughts on the
budget gap.
.
Carter, however, believes that . if
the deficitbloats to nearly $1 billion,
some taxes willhave to be raised.
"For any candidate to say that it
would not require some kind of tax
increase somewhere is just pandering," said Tom Fusco, campaign
manager for Carter. ''You're not
going to cut programs and do cost
savings and comeup with that kindof
money.It'sjust not there."
Fusco also said that it's difficultto
tell what the situation will be a year
hence. ''With the numbers going the
way they are, anythingyou say today
could be dramaticallychanged in a
week,"he said.
The Republican candidate, Peter
Cianchette,ruled out £<tax increase.
"When you have the dubious distinctionof havingthe highest taxes in .
th~ country, it's not an option," he
said. "It's not something we can
consider."
·
Cianchette said that as governor,
he . would postpone any new programs or eiqJansionsof programs,
maintain the hiring freeze and accelerate voluntaryretirement.
He already has formed a costcontainment commission to advise
him on budget cuts. He has asked
members of that advisory board to
. as_!{
themselvesthree questionswhen
looking at a program or function:
Should governmentdo it at all how
can it be done better and ch~per,
and how can the state apply technology to better enhance services or cut
costs.
John Michae~an independentcan- .
dictate, said he would not increase
taxes. "We'vebeen talkinga $750million shortfall;now it's going up even
more,"he saicl
Michael said that he would bring
the state budget to where it was in
1997,callingit "the last budget before
the drunken-sailor spending spree
began with the Democrat<;•and

AngusKing.... Gobackto where you
were beforethe spendingsprees."
Doingthat, he said, would avoida
tax increase.
. S~melaWI;'lakers
said the governor
1s sunply bemg realistic by acknowledgingwhat may be inevitable.Others said King'spredictionis both premature and largelyuseless.
. ~Y ~ of a deficitapproaching$1
billion m the next biennium is "all
conjecture," said House Majority
Leader Patrick Colwell,D-Gardiner,
whoquestionedthe reliabilityof such
a forecast in light of the state's poor
track record in accuratelypredicting
revenues.
.
_Still,Colwellsaid the Legislature
will have to push for comprehensive
tax reform next year, and that will
involvecutting some taxes whileraising others. Colwell said the state
should expand the sales tax to
include some currently untaxed services because "our sales-tax base is
incrediblynarrow and itjust isn't getting thejob done."
Sen. Jill Goldthwait,I-Bar Harbor
the outgoing co-cllairwomanof th~
AppropriationsCommittee,said IGng
offered"a realisticscenario"'J;uesday
because it lookslikehigher'taxes·will
be needed to avoid what she called
gigantic and unacceptable program
cuts.
Goldthwait· agreed with Colwell
that the sales tax shouldbe expanded, but she said even that inay not
bring in enough additional money
and other tax increases may be
needed.
Republicanstooka differentview.
Sen. Peter Mills, R-Skowhegan,
who cannot seek re-election to the
Senate because of term limits and is
running for the House instead,said it
1spremature to discuss tax increases
to balance a budget that will not go
into effectuntil next July.
HouseMinorityLeader Joe Bruno
R-Raymond,criticizedIGng'svagu~
ness on the issue and said it will be "a
real stretch for Republicansto support any tax increase when we're (already) the number-onetaxed state in
the country."
Staff Writer Joshua Weinstein

contributedto this story.

· Staff Writer Paul Carrier can be
contactedat 622-7511or at:
pcarrier@prcssherald.~
+

MEMORANDUM
ADMINISTRATION
TOWN

OF

DEPARTMENT

CUMBERLAND,

Date:

July 29, 2002

To:

Town Councilors

Cc:

Bob Benson, yn

From:

Carla Nixo1VAssistant Town Manager

Subject:

Housing Information

MAINE

Manager

I have attached two pieces of information for you. The first is entitled, "Pilot Home Repair Effort
Underway" and it outlines a new Maine State Housing Authority (MSHA) program for low or no interest
loans to low income residents to finance basic home repairs. Residents of Cumberland County are eligible
for this program. Please pass this information along to anyone you think might be interested. I will also
post it on the website and TV.
The other information I have provided is on the topic of reverse mortgages. The information is directly
from the HUD website. Reverse mortgages might be a solution for those people who wish to stay in their
homes, but since they live on fixed incomes, have difficulty absorbing tax increases. This is a way that
they can utilize the value of their home, without actually having to sell, or have a lien;placed on their
property by the Town.
·
Let me know if I can provide any follow up information on either of these topics.

Administration Department,Town of Cumberland • 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland,Maine 04021 • Telephone (207) 829-2205 Fax (207) 829-2224
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low-income households this year," said Peter Wintle,
Director of MSHA's Division of Energy and Housing
Services. MSHA has financed repairs to more than ~o
homes so far.
The program offers loans of up to $15,000 at a 1%
interest

rate, with up to 15 years to repay. The

minimum loan payment is $~5 a month, and the
maximum is under $90. Very low-income families,
those with incomes of 50% of the median income··or
less, are eligible for an interest-free

deferred loan

that has no monthly payments. The loan is forgiven
after five years, if the borrower remains in the home.
The new program can be used to finance basic
home repairs, such as repairing water and septic
systems, repairing heating and electrical systems,
replacing

Pilot Home Repair Effort
Underway

and

windows,

changing

fuel. Contractors
THE

MAINE

STATE

HOUSING

AUTHORITY

IS

the

fixing structural

problems,

heating

to a new

system

must be pre-qualified

by the

participating CAP agencies, and must be licensed if

starting a new home repair program that will provide

they are performing

low cost loans to low-income homeowners

licensed, such as electrical or plumbing trades.

in the

state. The pilot program is being offered in six

tasks where

workers

are

In addition to the home repair loan, MSHA can

counties through the Community Action Programs

provide a grant of up to $10,000 to control lead paint

(CAPs) that have chosen to participate.

hazards on homes built prior to 1978.

counties are Oxford, Androscoggin,

The six

Cumberland,

The new program is a cooperative venture among

Kennebec, Knox, and Somerset. The CAP agencies

MSHA, the CAP agencies, the federal Department of

act as the lenders for the program.

Housing and Urban Development

"MSHA's goal is to finance repairs to 100 homes of .. Maine Municipal Bond Bank.

fl'.il

(HUD), and the

,··
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with HUD

Reverse mortgages are becoming popular in
America. Reverse mortgages are a special type
of home loan that lets a homeowner convert
the equity in his/her home into cash. They can
give older Americans greater financial security
to supplement social security, meet unexpected
medical expenses, make home improvements,
and more.
If you are interested in a reverse mortgage,
beware of scam artists that charge thousands
of dollars for information that is free from
HUD!
To report fraud or abuse in the reverse
mortgage program, call toll-free 1-800358-6216.
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U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
451 7th Street S.W., Washington, DC 20410
Telephone: (202) 708-1112 TTY: (202) 708-1455

http://www.hud.gov/buying/rvrsmort. cfm
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Printer-friendly page from www.hud.gov
This page Is located on the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development's Homes
and Communities Web site at http://www.hud.gov/buying/reverse.cfm.

how HUD's reverse
Ilionie!f·&i: I?~:.-::~

l~cCommuriities
.;,c mortgage
program
· · U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development

works

Homeowners 62 and older who have paid off their mortgages or have
only small mortgage balances remaining are eligible to participate in
HUD's reverse mortgage program. The program allows homeowners
to borrow against the equity in their homes.
Homeowners can receive payments in a lump sum, on a monthly
basis (for a fixed term or for as long as they live in the home), or on
an occasional basis as a line of credit. Homeowners whose
circumstances change can restructure their payment options.
Unlike ordinary home equity loans, a HUD reverse mortgage does not
require repayment as long as the borrower lives in the home. Lenders
recover their principal, plus interest, when the home is sold. The
remaining value of the home goes to the homeowner or to his or her
survivors. If the sales proceeds are insufficient to pay the amount
owed, HUD will pay the lender the amount of the shortfall. The
Federal Housing Administration, which is part of HUD, collects an
insurance premium from all borrowers to provide this coverage.
The size of reverse mortgage loans is determined by the borrower's
age, the interest rate, and the home's value. The older a borrower,
the larger the percentage of the home's value that can be borrowed.
For example, based on a loan at today's interest rates of
approximately 9 percent, a 65-year-old could borrow up to 26
percent of the home's value, a 75-year-old could borrow up to 39
percent of the home's value, and an 85-year-old could borrow up to
56 percent of the home's value.
There are no asset or income limitations on borrowers receiving
HUD's reverse mortgages.
There are also no limits on the value of homes qualifying for a HUD
reverse mortgage. However, the amount that may be borrowed is
capped by the maximum FHA mortgage limit for the area, which
varies from $81,548 to $160,950, depending on local housing costs.
As a result, owners of higher-priced homes can't borrow any more
than owners of homes valued at the FHA limit.
HUD's reverse mortgage program collects funds from insurance
premiums charged to borrowers. Senior citizens are charged 2
percent of the home's value as an up-front payment plus one-half
percent on the loan balance each year. These amounts are usually
paid by the lender and charged to the borrower's principal balance.

http://www.hud.gov/utilities/print/print2.cfm?page=80$"@http%3A

%2F%2Fwww%2Ehud%...
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FHA's reverse mortgage insurance makes HUD's program less
expensive to borrowers than the smaller reverse mortgage programs
run by private lenders without FHA insurance.

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
451 7th Street, S.W., Washington, DC 20410
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This page Is located on the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development's Homes
and Communities Web site at

http://www.hud.gov/
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►

About the HECM Program

►

How the HECM Program Works

About the HECM Program:
The HECM FHA insured reverse mortgage can be used by senior
homeowners age 62 and older to convert the equity in their home
into monthly streams of income and/or a line of credit to be repaid
when they no longer occupy the home. The loan, commonly known as
HECM, is funded by a lending institution such as a mortgage lender,
bank, credit union or savings and loan association.
Borrower Requirements:
►

Age 62 years of age or older
► Own your property
► Occupy your property as primary residence
► Participation in a consumer information session given by an
approved HECM counselor
Mortgage Amount Based On:
►

Age of the youngest borrower
► Current interest rate
► Lesser of appraised value or the FHA insurance limit
Financial Requirements:
► No income or credit qualifications

are required of the borrower
► No repayment as long as the property is the primary residence
► Closing costs may be financed in the mortgage
Property Requirements:
►

1 family home or 1-4 unit home with one unit occupied by the
borrower

http://www.hud.gov/utili ties/print/print2.cfm ?page=80$/\@http%3 A %2F%2Fwww%2Ehud % ... 7/2 9/02
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►

Condominiums or Planned Unit Developments (PUD) must be
HUD-FHA approved
► Cooperatives that meet HUD guidelines
► Mobile Homes that meet HUD guidelines
► Meets minimum property standards (borrower may fund repairs
in the mortgage)
How the Home Equity Conversion Mortgage

Program Works:

Homeowners 62 and older who have paid off their mortgages or have
only small mortgage balances remaining, and are currently living in
the home are eligible to participate in HUD's reverse mortgage
program. The program allows homeowners to borrow against the
equity in their homes. Homeowners can select from five payment
plans:
• Tenure - equal monthly payments as long as at least one
borrower lives and continues to occupy the property as a
principal residence.
• Term - equal monthly payments for a fixed period of months
selected.
• Line of Credit - unscheduled payments or in installments, at
times and in amount of borrower's choosing until the line of
credit is exhausted.
• Modified Tenure - combination of line of credit with monthly
payments for as long as the borrower remains in the home.
• Modified Term - combination of line of credit with monthly
payments for a fixed period of months selected by the
borrower.
Homeowners whose circumstances change can restructure their
payment options for a nominal fee of $20.
Unlike ordinary home equity loans, a HUD reverse mortgage does not
require repayment as long as the home is the borrower's principal
residence. Lenders recover their principal, plus interest, when the
home is sold. The remaining value of the home goes to the
homeowner or to his or her survivors. You can never owe more than
your home's value.

If the sales proceeds are insufficient to pay the amount owed, HUD
will pay the lender the amount of the shortfall. HUD's Federal Housing
Administration (FHA) collects an insurance premium from all
borrowers to provide this coverage.
The amount a homeowner can borrow depends on their age, the
current interest rate, other loan fees and the appraised value of their
home or FHA 's mortgage limits for their area, whichever is less.
Generally, the more valuable your home is, the older you are, the
lower the interest, the more you can borrow.
For example, based on a loan with an interest rates of approximately
9 percent, and a home qualifying for $100,000, a 65-year-old could

http://www.hud.gov/utilities/print/print2 .cfm?page=80$/\@http%3 A%2F%2Fwww%2Ehud%...
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borrow up to 22 percent of the home's value; a 75-year-old could
borrow up to 41 percent of the home's value; and, an 85-year-old
could borrow up to 58 percent of the home's value. The percentages
do not include closing costs because these charges can vary.
There are no asset or income limitations on borrowers receiving
HUD's reverse mortgages.
There are also no limits on the value of homes qualifying for a HUD
reverse mortgage. The value of the home will be determined by an
independent appraisal. However, the amount that may be borrowed
is capped by the maximum FHA mortgage limit for the area, which
varies from $132,000 to $239,250. For Alaska, Guam, Hawaii and the
Virgin Islands, the FHA mortgage limits may be adjusted up to 150
percent of the ceiling depending on the area. The FHA limits usually
increase each year. As a result, owners of higher-priced homes can't
borrow any more than owners of homes valued at the FHA limit.
HUD's reverse mortgage program collects funds from insurance
premiums charged to borrowers. Senior citizens are charged 2
percent of the home's value as an up-front payment plus one-half of
one percent monthly on the loan balance. These amounts are usually
paid by the lender and charged to the borrower's principal balance.
A homeowner must receive consumer education and counseling by a
HUD-FHA approved HECM counselor. You can also use this handy
Reverse Mortgage Calculator to help you see if you qualify.

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
451 7th Street, S.W., Washington, DC 20410
Telephone: (202) 708-1112 TTY: (202) 708-1455
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· Lender Data

3 lenders match your selection criteria of
lenders doing business in the state of ME and
that have done Reverse Mortgages.
Displaying lenders 1 through 3.
ALLIED HOME MORTGAGE CAPITAL
CORPORATION
WELLS FARGO HOME MORTGAGE INC
WELLS FARGO HOME MORTGAGE INC

SOUTHPORTLAND,ME
SOUTH PORTLAND, ME
HEMET,CA

Click here for first 3 records

I~ BACK ~Jto enter new selection criteria

II• TO~=-~I

111..BOTTOM
..-1

ALLIED HOME MORTGAGE CAPITAL CORPORATION
75 ATLANTIC PLACE
SOUTH PORTLAND, ME 04106

!Branch Office - Title II

I
!Telephone: (207) 879-4044IIFAX Number: (207) 879-44401
IE-Mail Address:MGR0788@ALLIEDHOMENET.COM

II• TOP

~,I

I

111..BOTTOM..-1

WELLS FARGO HOME MORTGAGE INC
400 SOUTHBOROUGH DRIVE
SOUTH PORTLAND, ME 04106

)

!Branch Office - Title II

I
!Telephone: (207) 772-470lliFAX Number:

I

IE-Mail Address:

t•

TOP

•I

111..BOTTOM
..-1

I

WELLS FARGO HOME MORTGAGE INC
2091 W FLORIDA A VE STE 120
HEMET, CA 92545

!Branch Office - Title II

I
!Telephone: (909) 652-4326IIFAX Number:
IE-Mail Address:

I
I

Click here for first 3 records
I ◄ BACK

"'!Jto enter new selection criteria

http://www.bud.gov/cgi-bin/websq 1/11/
code/ getllpt.hts?lndrnme=&do bus=ME&groupsize=40{..
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July 26, 2002
Dear John,
The budget hearing on Saturday July 20th went extremely well. All the participants agreed it was a very
successful format giving the commissioners and budget committee members a review of the budget before the county
manager makes recommended cuts to the department budget requests.
Every county department presented its budget proposal. Focusing on requested increases, the hearing afforded the
budget committee members, commissioners and county manager an opportunity to pose questions and better understand
several issues that will.require a clear policy decision by the commissioners.
The idea of a one-day hearing was tried after the budget committee made it clear it would prefer this over the
customary six or seven hearings in September and October as well as the desire to review the budget before the county
manager presented his recommended cuts to the department requests. In this regard, it proved very successful. The
budget committee members present will be able to make well-informed decisions when they forward their
recommendations in December.
Unfortunately, the majority of committee members were unable to attend.
At the start of the hearing, the budget committee held its "organizational" meeting and elected John Arsenault of
Freeport as Chairman, Ned Kitchel of Falmouth as Vice Chair and Barbara York of Casco as Secretary.
The next hearing is tentatively scheduled for September 11th at 6:00 p.m. in Room 231 at the courthouse.
We want to thank the county's elected and appointed department heads and their staff members who put in long
hours to prepare the presentations and the county manager, deputy manager and finance director for the superb job of
planning and organizing the hearing.
Enclosed for members of the budget committee are copies of the handouts prepared by the facilities department
and sheriffs office to accompany presentations.
Sincerely

)!~1-~
Gary P~er,
Chairman
Board of Commissioners

cc. County manager
PROinted department heads
and counc,i OJS
County legislative delegation

~;:;;2,.,JIJohn Arsenault, Councilor
Town of Freeport
Chairman, Budget Advisory Committee
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Greetings!
Please accept these complimentarycopies of two of our consumer
publications which we would like for you to make available to the public.
We hope some of your town officecustomers will find them interesting
and useful.
If you would like to be on our regular mailing list to receive similar
publications as they becomeavailable during the year, or have any other
comments,we have provided a post card and an address label back to us.
Please also indicate how many you would like in the future, and be sure
to provide your name and complete mailing address. We would also be
happy to talk with you on the phone if you have questions or comments,
or you can send e-mail to getrealmaine@state.me.us . Thank you.
Sincerely,

CarolJones
Divisionof Market and Production Development
Maine Department of Agriculture, Foodand Rural Resources

Maine Department of Agriculture, Food and Rural Resources
Division of Market and Production Development
28 State House Station
Augusta, ME 04333-0028

TEL (207) 287-3491
FAX(207) 287-5576

getrealmaine@state.me.
us
www.getrealmaine.com

Maine Municipal
Association
60 COMMUNllY DRIVE
AUGUSTA,MAINE 04330-9486
(207) 623-8428

www.memun.org

To:

MMA's Key Municipal Officials

Fr:

Geoff Heiman

Re:

Maine Forest Service's Working Group on Timber Harvesting Regulation in the
Shoreland Zone

Date: July 25, 2002

An ongoing legislative effort has been chugging along for the past several years
with the goal of harmonizing the shoreland zone timber harvesting standards between the
DEP rules and the LURC rules, and shifting the oversight responsibility from those two
agencies to the Maine Forest Service.

To that end, Maine Forest Service has developed some proposed mles and
proposed implementation strategies that would: (1) make uniform shoreland area timber
harvesting rules for all waterbodies from first order streams on up to the great ponds and
rivers; (2) create optional alternatives to some of the exiting standards, at least some of
which would make the timber harvesting rules easier to enforce; and (3) implement a
system that would allow municipalities to give over to Maine Forest Service (on a
voluntary basis) the (non-development) timber harvesting enforcement responsibilities in
the shoreland zone or, in the alternative, allow the municipality to enforce the subshoreland zone (first order stream) timber harvesting regulation on behalf of the Forest
Service.
This spring, the Legislature asked Maine Forest Service to meet with a number of
interest groups, including the municipal community, to get more input about the proposed
changes to the shoreland timber harvesting rules and the state-local regulatory
partnership. Attached to this memo is a letter from the Forest Service's Director that
explains his agency's interest in meeting with interested municipal officials to discuss
these ideas.
To assist in this process, I would like to invite any interested municipal official
from your community to attend a meeting with the Maine Forest Service here at MMA.
The exact meeting date has yet to be scheduled, but I anticipate it will be held in late
August or early September and run for about three hours ... either in the forenoon ending
with a lunch, or beginning with a lunch and running through the afternoon.
To get a balanced municipal perspective, we hope we find interest among a
variety of municipal officials, including selectmen and councilors, managers, code
enforcement officers, and platming board or board of appeals folks. If an official in your
(over)

community would like to participate in these discussions with the Forest Service, please
forward that person's name to MMA's Laura Veilleux at l-800-452-8786 or
lveilleux@memun.org. As soon as we get a sense of the level of interest, we will
schedule the meeting and get a notice and meeting agenda out to all the interested parties,
along witq,,the'background paperwork and proposed new rules.
If you have any questions or need more information, please don't hesitate to
ask. .. and thanks!
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22 July, 2002
Geoff Hermann
Maine Municipal Association
60 Community Drive
Augusta, ME 04330
Dear Geoff:
As we discussed recently, the 120th Legislature charged the Maine Forest Service
(MFS) with reporting to the joint standing committee on Agriculture, Conservation, and
Forestry with recommendations for a regulatory framework and an implementation plan
for MFS to assume existing responsibilities of the Department of Environmental
Protection and the Maine Land Use Regulation Commission for timber harvesting in
shoreland areas. The enabling legislation directed MFS to use the provisionally
adopted rule submitted to the Legislature on 15 February, 2002 as a starting point for
conferring with interested parties and determining which provisions to recommend for
1
implementation.
The primary objectives of the review are to reduce inconsistencies in existing state laws
and rules and to consider a regulatory framework that is less prescriptive and more
results-oriented when appropriate and that is balanced with existing environmental, land
use and forest practices laws.
One key element of our legislative mandate is consultation with towns. As we
discussed at our recent meeting, we agreed that the idea of the Maine Forest Service
enforcing the timber harvesting portion of revised Shoreland Zoning and NRPA
standards probably would appeal to many towns. Under such a scenario, towns that
adopted the "statewide standard" would benefit from MFS enforcement services.
Towns would be free to retain their existing shoreland zoning ordinance, or that amend
their ordinances in the future to be different from the "statewide standard," but those
towns would be responsible for enforcement.
To move the process along, we would like to request three things from MMA. First, we
would like to meet with your membership to hear their thoughts about how such a
proposal would work, and to identify and hopefully resolve any administrative issues up
front. We would be pleased to meet with folks at your facility at a convenient time.
Please contact me to arrange a date, and we will develop a more formal agenda.
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A copy of the pertinent legislation and draft rule are included in this mailing.
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Second, we plan to convene a policy working group to help us identify the specific
standards that can be unified among the various regulatory frameworks. We request
that MMA identify for us one individual who can participate actively in these discussions.
We anticipate having several meetings (perhaps one every 3 weeks) between August
and the end of this year. Other interests that will participate include the forest products
industry, small landowners, and state agencies.
Finally, we would like to request MMA's assistance in developing and circulating a
survey of town officials about the statewide standards process.
Thank you for helping us move this process forward. I look forward to hearing from you.
Sincerely,

Thomas C. Doak
Director, Maine Forest Service
enc
cc:

Mansius

